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Notes and Comments 
The-Nitrogen Outlook 

M ORE hopeful prospects for British agriculture have 
prompted the British Sulphate of Ammon~a 

Federation to increase the efficiency of its propaganda 
and se!ling staff throughout the home market in order 
that the members may be well prepared to stimulate 
and to deal with an increased demand for fertilisers 
which is expected to accompany an agricultural revival. 
The sulphate of ammonia market in recent years has 
been noteworthy for the fluctuation in prices. In 
August, 1926, the price was £13 IS. per ton, and in 
August, 1933, it had fallen to A5 5s. The outstanding 
feature of the twelve months ended June 30, 1934, 
covered by the latest annual report of the Federation, 
sumniarised elsewhere in this issue, was the successful 
establishment of a scale of prices based on a spring 
price of £7 5s., as compared with £6 10s. and £5 5s. 
for the two prcvious years. It was inevitable that an 
increased price should arouse some unfavourable com- 
ment fro111 the consumer, and much propaganda 
activity was devoted to convincing the agricultural 
world that the price charged, although representing an 
increase of 38 per cent. above the lowest level, was no 
more than fair and reasonable bearing in mind the 
entirely uneconomic level to which prices had previously 
sunk under the stress of foreign competition. In the 
circumstances the Federation feels that the volume of 
home sales cannot be regarded as unsatisfactory. 

Stable Price Structure 
ORLD production of pure nitrogen reached its w peak ~n the fertiliser year 1gzg/1930, since when 

there have been decreases of 23 percent. and 6f per cent., 
and increases of 5.8 per cent. and 6.55 per cent. respec- 
tively. Consumption figures have followed a similar 
trend, with decreases of 16.9 per cent. and 4.1 per cent. 
antl increases of 12.3 per cent. antl 6.6 per cent. The out- 
put of by-product nitrogen increased by 18 per cent. in 
the year undrr review. While prod~iction showed an 
improvement, synthetic nitrogen plants operated on an 
average at less than 41 per cent. of capacity during the 
year. Continuation of agreements nith Continental 
nitrogen producers had a stradying eflect on the 
market and resulted in British producers receiving a 
slightly higher price for their ontput than in the 
prcvious year, but the absence of a definite agreement 
with the Chilean interests led to price-cutting in some 
markets. Prospects for a more stable price structure in 
1934/1935 are more encouraging as not only have the 

agreements with the Continental producers been re- 
newed arid an arrangement reached with Japanese 
amlnonium sulphate producers, but a definite agree- 
ment has also been concluded with the Chile nitrate 
industry. 

Chemical Developments in Germany 

I T may be because Germany has rightly or wrongly 
secured a reputation as the home of industrial 

chemistry, it may be because in past years so large a 
volume of trade flowed between this country and 
Germany, but whatever the reason it cannot be denied 
that developments in that country are attracting unusual 
notice here. In past issues we have commented upon 
the production of hydrogenated oil from brown coal by 
c~mpulsory formation of an industrial organisation for 
that purpose. It would appear that the actual ~ r e s t n t  
and projected developments extend a good way beyond 
that one source of petrol. According to the " Berliner 
Borsen-Courier " it is anticipated that 3 0 0 , m  tons of 
petrol will be produced by the end of the year by the 
I.G. hydrogenation process. The Brown Coal Organisa- 
tion expects to produce 400,000 tons of petrol annually, 
and coke ovens and gasworks should achieve the 
recovery of 350,000 tons of benzol. The distillation of 
brown coal and German mineral oil should produce 
another 150,000 tons, making no less than r,zoo,ooo 
tons of light petrol and benzol oils per annum, which is 
ex~ected to be blended with a further ~<o.ooo tons of 
hdme produced alcohol. In this wav, Gy. the end of 
1935, no less than 70 per cent. of the German require- 
ments of motor fuel and aviation spirit will be produced 
in that country. 

Nor is this all; an experimental plant having a 
capacity of 1,000 tons annually is working on the Franz 
Fischer process whereby petrol is manufactured from 
CO and hydrogen by the aid of a catalyst at 
atmospheric pressure and under a temperature of 
190-2 lo0 C. There is a good deal of hydrogen from syn- 
thetic ammonia plants for which there is no immediate 
outlet, and this plant is designed to solve that problem. 
If soccessful, several large installations are projected. 

Progress in Other Fields 

G ERMANY is striving for economic self-sufficiency 
not only in the field of liquid fuel. Efforts are 

being made to free Germany from dependence upon 
foreign sources of supply for textile yarns, mineral ores, 
and fats hitherto imported. Professor Ubbelohde in 
the " Deutsche Volkswirtschaft " claims that mixtures 



of flax and artificial silk have been found that are quite 
satisfactory substitutes for wool and cotton, and that 
experiments to produce chemically fats for the soap and 
other industries are on the verge of success. Synthetic 
food is another field wherein the German chemist 
shines. These new food products have yet to prove 
themselves; it may he that the synthetic material will 
be found to be but a poor substitute,for the natural 
product. The artificial clothes may be perfect as 
insulators and perspiration absorbers, but may let the 
wearer down in some quite catastrophic manner in public. 
Does this mean the inception of a new era for chemistry, 
the comrnencernent of a new order of things wherein 
the world will look to the chemist and the chemical 
industry for everything it wants? Germany is to-day 
in the special position of having an internal economic 
problem due to her attempt to maintain artificially the 
gold parity of the mark whilst at the same time creat- 
ing a great domestic trade expansion financed by 
borrowed money in.order to raise internal prices and to 
create internal employment. These two contradictory 
policies are making it very difficult for the German to buy 
abroad even his essential raw materials; hence the need 
to produce them at home. The Germans evidently 
think they can live by taking in each other's washing ! 

Many nations have had to embark on strange 
policies in the endeavour to extricate themselves from 
the present pressing difficulties. I t  does seem a pity 
when many nations are beginning to climb out of the 
morass, and .when trade is beginning to flow more 
freely, that one large nation should deliberately cut 
itself off from this movement. If this policy is 
su~cessful, and every need of the human race is manu- 
factured synthetically, we shall have to envisage a new 
outlook for the economics of the world and a re- 
distribution of population and emplo~~ment. 

Plant Accessories 
AVE you ever thought of the extent to which one 

Hpar t icu la r  feature will enable you to obtain greater 
eficiency from a particular plant accessory? In the 
first place, consider the question of temperature indicat- 
ing and recording instruments. The men who operate 
valves can control the process more closely if an 
indicating recorder is showing the temperature of the 
process which they are regulating. If the dial is large 
enough to be conveniently read from a distance, the 
men will look at it more often and will be able to 
anticipate its movements and are therefore able to 
effect better control. Secondly, consider steam pipes. 
The steam trap is an inexpensive item, hut it makes all 
the difference in the return which you get from your 
steam. Properly trapped, with the trap installed at 
low points in the line, your steam pipes will deliver 
drier and hotter steam at longer distances from the 
boiler. Steam traps aid in maintaining proper tem- 
peratures without fluctuation and thereby raise the 
efficiency of operations where a steady and even heat is 
required. Thirdly, installation and maintenance costs 
for pipework can be definitely lowered by the use of 
precision-machined pipe fittings. Flanged fittings 
should have their faces accurately machined at a true 
right angle to the line of flow, with the. bolt holes 
properly aligned and spaced. Screwed fittings should 
have threads which are cut true to gauge and free from 
burr, and the ends are profitably chamfered to give 
easy entrance for the pipe. To  give one further 

instance, consider the use of flexible rubber pipes for 
the conveyance of abrasive and corrosive materials. 
Rubber has a greater resistance to wear in comparison 
wlth metal and even curved rubber pipes can be easily 
and quickly adjusted to present a new surface at 
the point of wear after the flange bolts have been 
loosened. In addition, rubber pipes are easily and 
quickly installed where it is necessary to join up 
two flange connections which are out of alignment. 

An Ancient Industry 
H E  January issue of the " P.L.A. Monthly," the T magazlne of the Port of London Authority, contains 

an illustrated article on essential oils by G. W. Booth, 
in which he reviews the historical development of one 
of the oldest trades in the world. Up to the beginning 
of the sixteenth century only thirteen distilled oils were 
known, including cedar wood, rose, juniper wood and 
cinnamon oils. During the sixteenth century, however, 
considerable progress was maae in the art of distillation 
and by the end of the century 65 different oils appeared 
in pharmacopceias and price ordinances issued in 
various German cities to regulate the sale of drugs and 
spices. Since the seventeenth century great progress 
has heen made, and modern science and industry 
working hand in hand can force almost any flower, herb 
or fruit to yield up its secrets of sweetness and bene- 
ficence. Perfumery, confectionery, toilet goods, 
flavourings, antiseptics, inhalants and antiseptics are 
cited as the principal applications of essential oils, but 
no commentary on essential oils would be complete 
without reference to the fixatives which form an integral 
part of the same trade. The natural fixatives are musk 
(from the musk deer), ambergris (from the whale), civet 
(from the civet cat of Abyss~nia), and castoreum (from 
the beaver), and there are, of course, a number of 
fixatives of a vegetable nature-balsams, benzoin, 
olobanum, etc. 

The essential oil trade in the Port of London has its 
home in No. 2 Department, London Dock, and there 
in drums, large and small, tins in cases, carboys, 
bottles and pots may be seen the modern evidence of 
the ages of long conquest of the vegetable kingdom by 
man. There, in handling oils, some of which are 
worth many shillings an ounce, exactitude and perfect 
cleanliness are essential. Sampling is an operation 
requiring care and knowledge, some drums having to 
be rolled first in order that a fair sample may be 
obtained. The majority of essential oils are dutiable, 
and the customs authorities frequently send samples to 
the official laboratory to test the possibility of the oil 
containing spirit. Oils from all countries of the world 
find their way to London Docks. Those obtained from 
similar plants in different countries often vary in value 
and quality. Lavender oil from France is quite 
different from the spike lavender oil of Spain, and 
sandalwood oils betray to the expert their origin in 
either India, the West Indies or Australia. 

-- 

Expansion of Indian Sugar Industry 
T H E  annual report of the sugar technologist to the Imperial 
Council of Agricultural Research, India, shows that there 
were in all 112 sugar-making factories in India in the year 
1933-34, a large number of them having opened during the 
year. The production of sugar direct from cane totalled 
454.000 tons as against 2 9 0 , ~  tons in the previous year, 
while the increase in sugar produced was 56 per cent. and. 
molasses 45 per cent. 
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Paraffin Wax and Petroleum Ceresins 
H E  ease with which paraffin wax may be adapted to 
varied operating conditions is largely responsible for 

Their Use in' Induetry 
Tthe diversity of its uses. I t  melts readily at a low 
temperature and may be kept liquid by simple means; on 
melting, it immediately yields a liquid of very low viscosity 
and is, therefore, well suited to impregnation work requiring 
high fluiditv without the necessity for high temperature, said 
Mr. P. G. Higgs in a paper on '' The Utilisation of Paraffin 
Wax and Petroleum Ceresin," read before the Institution 
of Petroleum Technologists, in London, on December 11. 

The candle industry is still the largest consumer of paraffin 
wax. Its technical value lies in its good appearance, its 
satisfactory burning properties (freedom from mineral matter, 
high illuminating power, etc.), and the facility with which 
it may be moulded. It has disadvantages-e.g., its tendency 
to bend and liability to mottle--but the candle-maker is able 
to cope mith them successfully. The tendency to hend, or 
any other property which is closely connected with composi- 
tion, cannot be judged from the setting-point of the wax. 

The lo~re r  grades of paraffin wax (setting-point 106-1150 F.) 
are used in the match industry, where every splint is treated 
with wax before the head is put on, in order to facilitate 
the ignition of the wood. Match wax is required to have 
good impregnating qualities and must not so affect the striking 
composition, which is applied immediately after waxing, as 
to prolong its drying time or lessen its adhesion to the splint. 
I t  is doubtful whether a large oil-content adversely affects 
these properties; wax-oil blends containing up to 50 per cent. 
oil hare been stated to be satisfactory, provided that the 
viwosity of the oil be correctly chosen. 

Paraffin Wax as a Proofing Agent 
The proofing of porous materials (paper, fabric, wood and 

leather) against liquid water may be accomplished either by 
filling up the interstices of the material or 1)y treating the 
fibres with sutficient wax to make them water-repellent; proof- 
ing against air or water-vapour, however, is possible only 
by the first alternative. 

l'he value of refined paraflin \!-ax for paper treatment lies 
in its i:isoluhility, stability and innocuousness. The low 
temperature at which it can be applied ensures that the 
mechanical properties of the paper suffer hut little damage 
as a result of loss of oatural moisture. Cartons and boxes 
which are not intended to contain actual liquids are made 
up from flat blanks, previously surface-waxed. Containers 
for liquids-c.g., milk cartons--and those of such a shape 
that assembly from previously waxed paper or board would 
prcscnt difficulties, must be impregnated after manufacture. 
Packages which have subsequently to be stored at low tem- 
peratures, and which ~rou ld  other~rise be merely surface- 
waxed, should he impregnated in order to prevent the removal 
of the protecting effect of the wax by cracking and flaking. 

The usual type of waxing machine for paper or board in 
flat form consists essentially of a numher of horizontal rollers. 
The lo~rest  of these rotates io a bath of molten wax and 
transfers \\-ax to one or more of the others, between which 
the paper is passed. If the paper travels at a high speed, 
and especially if the temperature of the rollers is not too 
high, the film of \\.ax solidifies before it can penetrate far 
into the body of the paper. ('omplete impregnation can be 
effected, if required, by passing the snrface-15-axed paper 
through a further pair of heated rollers. This method of 
waxing is very rapid: no drainage period is necessary, since 
there is no excess of wax on the paper and the hardening 
period is very short. The extent of thr rrax penetration in 
a surface-waxing process may be varied fairly widely by 
adjusting the temperature of the rollers and time of contact 
of the paper with the rollers. 

Highly-proofed wrapping papers and shaped articles, such 
as paper milk cartons, are treated by actual immersion in 
molten parai5n \\.ax undrr conditions which favour more or 
less complete impregnation. Wrapping paper for bread 
covers, hiscuit packings, external box wrappers, ctc., is passed 
frum a large reel, under a guide roll immersed in wax, and 
then, on emerging from the bath, t h r o u ~ h  a roller or other 
device to remove excess Tray. The waxed strip is next 
cooled by an air-blast or by contact with a water-cooled drum 
and is fir~nlly re-reeled. A shaped article is carried through 

the wax by an endless conveyor and is kept completely 
immersed for a few seconds. I t  is held in such a position 
that all air bubbles in its interior may rise to the surface of 
the wax. On leaving the bath the conveyor carries the article 
until draining and hardening of the wax have been accom- 
plished. The duration of the process varies considerably 
from one case to another, but the waxing and cooling are 
usually completed in a few minutes. Impregnation treat- 
ment is much less economical of wax than is surface-waxing. 

Paraffin wax for the treatment of paper is required to be 
fully refined and without odour or taste. The critical attitude 
taken by the paper trade on the question of odour has made 
it more necessary than ever to control carefully factors such 
as eficiency of fractionation in the production of wax-distil- 
late, oil removal and the final chemical treatment of the wax. 
Paraffin wax readily acquires odours from external sources 
and has, in fact, been used as an extractive in perfumery; if 
it is intended for paper treatment it should therefore he stored 
and despatched so that it is not in direct contact with odorous 
packing materials, such as certain fabrics and woods. On 
the user's side it is equally important to minimise the develop- 
ment of odour during service, due to mild oxidation, by care- 
ful temperature control. At temperatures up to loo0 C .  
paraffin wax is practically inert towards air or oxygen, but 
as the temperature'is raised above loo0 C. the rate of attack 
becomes increasingly greater. 

Certain foodstuffs which must maintAn their quality during 
export or prolonged storage may be waxed directly. I n  the 
Californian fruit-packing industry citrus fruits are coated with 
a very thin film either by rubbing between blocks of paraffin 
wax or more frequently nowadays by spraying with wax 
follo~ved by brush polishing; this treatment greatly retards 
shrinkage and inhibits mould formation. Certain kinds of 
Continental and Colonial cheeses and the small varieties 
which cannot be bandaged in the ordinary may are coated by 
dipping in th? molten wax in order t o  prevent loss in weight 
and to retain the moisture nece4~ary for their proper ripening. 

Manufacture of Polishes 
l'he consumption of parafin wax in polish manufacture is 

very large and is next in importance to  that of the paper 
trade, the bulk of it entering into the preparation of paste 
polishes for furniture and leather. These consist usually of 
a mixture of waxes, together with a solvent, such as turpen- 
tine or white spirit, which is insufficient in quantity to dissolve 
more than a small proportion of the total wax a t  ordinary 
temperatures. Paraffin wax itself has poor polishing qualities, 
but its pnrpose' is to secure the required pastiness without 
the use of unnecessarily large proportions of expensive waxes 
of animal or vegetable origin. All grades are sold for polish- 
making, but for the best qrlality products the higher melting- 
points (1300 F. upwards) are preferred and probably result 
in better stability in warm weather. An important function 
of the wax in paste polishes is to prevent too rapid evapora- 
tion of the solvent and so  to increase the spreading capacity. 

Applications in Electrical Industries 
Large quantities of paraffin wax are used in admixture with 

other materials in compounds for sealing dry batteries, etc., 
and for filling cable junction and terminal boxes. I t  is used 
alone as a filling for instrument transformers and as a n  
impregnant for the insulation of inductance coils, windings 
and cables of all sizes. In many cases paraffin wax is used 
simply for waterproofing other forms of insulation. The 
only extensive use of the wax, unmixed with other ingredients, 
in which its electrical properties are comparable in importance 
with water resistance is in the construction of paperlmetal 
fixed condensers. The latter have been used for many years 
in telegraphy and on a large scale in the wireless trade. 

Paraffin wax of high setting-point is usually selected for 
electrical purposes in view of the high working temperatures 
which it must frequently meet without melting out of the 
apparatns. The electrical properties of wax vary rapidly and 
somewhat irregularly with rising temperature as the melt ing 
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point is approached. This behaviour is undesirable in certain 
.instruments in which invariability is important, such as  con. 
densers for radio-frequency circuits. If high setting-point 
wax is used, its average working temperature will probably 
be well below that a t  which extreme changes in resistance 
and dielectric properties begin to occur. As in the waxing 
of paper, mild oxidation of the wax by overheating must be 
minimised as  far as possible by adequate temperature control. 
The formation of acidic oxidation products, potentially 
corrosive to copper, and water is particularly undesirable in 
wax for electrical purposes. 

Application by Solutions and Emulsions 
For certain purposes paraffin v a x  is conveniently used in 

solution or emulsion instead of by direct application after 
melting. I n  emulsion or  dilute solution the wax may be 
applied at ordinary temperatures; a very light waxing treat- 
ment may he aiven in this way, e.g., in the waterproofing of 
fabrics a i d  inuthe dressing of ihoe-bpper leather. - ~a tu i - i t ed  
solutions, excess was being present, as  in certain polishes 
and paint strippers, enahle the n.ax to be used in paste form. 
Among the best solvents are  chlorinated hydrocarbons and 
liquid hydrocarbons themselves, the latter including benzol, 
turpentine and the lighter petroleum fractions. -4s a general 
rule. nuvvenated l inu id~  nr? noor qolvpnts for w a r  At 

large crystals which gradually increase in quantity until the 
whole mixture becomes a porous mass of large, interlacing 
crystals amongst which the solvent is entrained. If this 
mass is allo1sed to warm up slowly, gradual dissolution occurs 
and the loose crystals settle, leaving above them an  increasing 
layer of clear liquid. On fhe other hand, if the solution is 
prcpared from paraffin ',\-ax cont;liniiig 0.3 per crnt. petro- 
leum ce r~s in ,  a smooth, cream-like mass composed of very 
small cryst:~ls distributtd evenly throughout the solvent is 
obtained on cooling. 

Personal Notes 
MK. G. W. TALIIOT has hecn appointed chief cngincer of 

I.C'.I. (Lime). Ltd. . .. 
MR. C. I. KELLY has been nppointe(l rliief cht,mist to FIrrbcrt 

Green and Co.. I.td. 
MR. H. I\'. CII~\IIIIOURNII has resig~icd from tlie 13oard of 

the Base Metals Mining Corlloi-ation :~iid has hcrii succeeded 
by nrr. G. c. Arncs. 

SIR HARRY IMCGOWAN, chairman of Imperial Chemical 
Industries, I.td., sailed by the " Windsor Castle " yesterday 
(Friday) for a business tour in South Africa. He expects to 

- ~ . ,  .-,-. ~ . ~ 7  .-. .... ,.... ... . ~ .  -.. ... 
1r0 C.. even in the most favourable media, the solubility of in March 
rifiued commercial waxes is relatively lo\(, but it increases 
rapidly with rise in temperature. For  many practical pur- 
poses the saturation point is deemed to have been reached 
when a clear, dilute solution of paraffin wax becomes just 
turbid on cooling. 

Petroleum Ceresins 
I t  has long been known that a type of solid hydrocarbon 

occurs in petroleum which cannot be classed with distillate 
paraffin wax. Such material is frequently deposited spon- 
taneously from crude oil in wells, pipelines, etc.; it is only 
within recent years, however, that deliberate efforts have been 
made to isolate it from crude oil for  its own sake. The 
manufactured substance may conveniently be termed petro- 
leum ceresin, although, as  with ozokerite ceresin, its true 
nature is little understood. The ceresin from crude oil may 
d i fe r  physicallv in several respects from that obtained bv 
refining ozokeri'te, but there is a strong possibility that both 
are basically of a similar constitution. 

Petroleum ceresins are  characteriaed bv relativelv hieh set- 
ing point and microcrystalline structure. They i r e  ;sually 
non-distillates, the general method of isolation being by the 
dilution of a suitable waxy residue by means of a volatile 
solvent for oil. After settling at a suitahle temperature the 
precipitated ceresin is recovered by filtration or centrifuging 
and is subsequently refined. 

'The petroleum ceresins as a class melt a t  relatively high 
temperatures. Those obtainable from certain East Indian 
crudes are  especially noteworthy in this respect and have been 
made with setting points as high as  930 C. The best known 
from this source is a hard material setting a t  about 85'' C. 
and possessing a granular, microcrystalline structure; a s  
marketed a t  present it is orange-yellow, the further reduction 
in colour presenting difficulty. I t  has been used with success 
as a substitute for certain of the high-melting natural xvaxes. 

A Dope for Paraffin Wax 

MR. E. S. SHRAPXET.L-SMITH has accepted the chairmanship 
of the Petroleilln Industry Committee of the British Standards 
Institution, in succession to Admiral Sir George Goodnin, 
v h o  has resigned. 

MR. HENRY PRINGVKR RENN, of 2 j  Connaught Gardens, 
Musrvell Hill, London, K., the last survivor of four brothers 
who founded the firm of Henn Ilrothers, publishers, left 
estate of the gross value of A1,925, with net personalty L1,888. 

DR. R. G. If'. SonnrsH has accepted the invitation of the 
council of the Chemical Society to act as  local representative 
for the Cambridge area in place of Dr. H. McComhie, whose 
resignation from that office has been accepted with much 
reeret. 

MR. W. H. COLELIAN retired last meek from his position 
with the Satioiial Benzole Co., Ltd. He  has for forty-one 
years been an active member of the Society of Chemical 
Industry and lias served on the Council and the committee 
of the London Scction. He is also :I past chairman of the 
Chemical Club. 

SIR JOHN C ~ U I I A N ,  chairman of the ;Znglo-Persian Oil and 
Irak Petroleiini companies, left Croydon on January 5 for 
Palestine and Irak to attend the oficial opening by 
Icing Ghazi of Irak of the two new pipelines of the Irak 
Petroleum Company, which are to  convey thr  crude oil from 
Iiirkuk to the Mediterranean portz of Tripoli and Haifa. 

PROFESSOI~ ;\LEMNDER GRAY has been appointed a member 
of the Food Council in place of Professor F. 15'. Ogilvie, 
1vho recently resigned on his appointment as  president of 
Belfast University. Professor Gray has also been appointed 
t~ succeed Profe.;sor Ogilvie as a mrmher of the Consumers' 
Committee for Grcat Britain and the Consumers' Committee 
for Scotland under the :2grir1tltoml Marketing :let, 1031. 

The Development of Inventions 

perhaps the most interesting pro,,erty of petroleum ceresins 'I'HEthird edition of I' Practical Ilin!s on the Patenting :~nd  
is their on the crystallinity of ordinary distillate the Development of Inventions," issued by the Impt'rial 
wases, lt has heen known for  many years that certain mix. Patent Service has 11rt.n enlarged aiid c<~niplrtely revised. 
tures of ozolierite ceresin ll,ith parafin are of  a minutely .'The protectioii of v:llnal~le ideas is (lcalt with and the necd 
crystalline nature, petroleum cpresills, holvever, silo,,, a much for expert assistance wher, applying for protrctioi~ is stressed. 
greater activity in this respect,  hi^ has been 'TheImprrial l'atrnt Seivice gives ielvice to invrntors who 
remarked in a general way by several o~,servers, hut ex. have liinitrd mmns. I\ perusal of llii? booklet, which has 
ceptional activity of these ceresills does not appear to have just been pohlished, vi l l  indicate the sec'cral phases through 
heen ful ly the case of the ~~~t rndian ceresin which an inveiltion must go, and also cmpli;i.;iccs the exprri- 
it has lxen found that the additioll of 0.3 per cmt.  is sufficient mce  and trclnlical I~nt~n.lcdge necessary in all p;lteiit matters. 
to render parafin ,mu almost microcrysta~~~lle .  Investigations in tlie chemical industry are in the hands of 
~ l l  the characteristics of the original which are dur. a graduate, with an honours degrre in chemistry, who has 
directly or ,,thenvise, to marked crystallinity are then much had considerable experience in chemical research and also in 
modified. the design of industrial plant. Rrscarch in elcctrotechnics 

The efficiency of ceresin in reducing the crystal and physics is supervked by an clcctricnl engincer, who i< 
size of wax is \\.ell sho~r-n by allolvinR a fairly con- a Fellow of the Physical Society. Questions reg:irding in- 
centrated sclution (say, 20 per cent. mt.) in a suitable solvent ventions by employees can be submitted to the Principal for 
to  cool to ordinary temperature from a higher at  which the a free preliminary opinion; advice is also given on the selec- 
solution is clear. Solutions of ordinary paraffin wax deposit tion of countries in which an invention is to be patented. 
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British Sulphate of Ammonia Trade in 1933-34 
Increased World Output : Reduced Home Consumption 

THE annual report of the British Sulphate of Ammonia 
Federation for the year ended June 30, 1934, just issued over 
the signatures of Sir David illilne-Watson (chairman) and 
Mr. F. C. 0. Speycr (general manager), is the fourteenth 
submitted by the 1:ederation and deals with the thirty-seventh 
year of propaganda work undertaken successively by the 
Sulphate of .\mmonia Committee, the Association, the 
Federation, Nitram, Ltd., and Imperial Chemical Industries, 
Ltd. L)uri~ig the year under review it is estimated that there ' 

was an  increase of 19,917 metric tons of nitrogen, or about 
6.55 per cent., in actual production. The production in 
Chile increased by 14,400 tons, or  over 20 per cent. (following 
a decline of about 58 per cent. in the previous year), and 
output in other countries increased by 95,517 tons, or 6 per 
cent. The output of hp-product nitrogen has increased by 
IS per cent. More than half of this improvemelit is due to 
the U.S.A. While production thus shows an  improvement, 
synthetic nitrogen plants have on an  average operated at  less 
than 41 per cent. of capacity during the year. The  world 
capacity for  synthetic nitrogen, including cyanamide, is 
estimated at  3 , 3 1 0 , ~  tons of nitrogen. 

Total Consumption 
The total consumption increased by 115,159 tons, or  about 

6.6 per cent., following an  increase of 12.3 per cent. last 
year. The increase in fe~t i l iser  nitrogen consumption was 
77,000 metric tons, or  4.8j per cent., as  compared with 12.3 
per cent. in the previous year. Each main class of fertiliser 
showed an  increase except ammonium sulphate (including 
ammonia for mixed fertilisers), which declined by 36,445 tons 
of nitrogen, or  1.2 per cent., from its 1932-33 record figure. 
In individual countries, the largest tonnage increases in 
nitrogen co~sumption have been in the United States, 
Germany, Italy, Russia and Egypt, and the greatest decrease 
in China. 

The development in recent years of production and con- 
sumption of " other svnthetic nitrogen fertilisers," particu- 
larly of lime ammonium nitrate forms, has been remarkable. 
Sulphate of ammonia has, however, been able to maintain 
and in some years to increase its proportion of the total world 
fertiliser nitrogen consumption by virtue of its economy and 
efficiency. While the continuation of the agreements xvith 
the most important Continental nitrogen producers had a 
steadying effect on the market and resulted in members of 

P n o n u c r ~ o ~  I N  GRI;I\T BRITIIS IND  REL LAND. 
(Tons of 2,240 Ih.) 

Total production of 
Ammrlnia Products, 
~xprcssml ns Sulphntr 

of Ammonin equivalent Inrlud~~I in Total. 
(basis 25 per rmt. 

arnnionia (a). 
Cnlrndnr 

Year. In<lu\trinl 
Ammonia Sulpllate of 

Totnl Grmt P I - O ~ U C ~ F  Ammonia as surl~ 
Ilritnin an11 Irrlnnrl. (h:!sic 25%, (nrtunl tons of 

nm~li(nin) ( e ) .  product). 
1913 423,966 66.375 
1018 423,900 r;3.?6r ?57.046* 
1923 441,216 49,614 387,612 
1qz8 '4.1.836 (i3.25X 564.18o 
1020 94:,.537 jo.5?0 ~ 4 0 . ~ 9 6  
I C ) ~ Q  Xo~.'lho 89.328 678.442 
1931 653.310 86.156 524.651 
1n32 ii1.480 XS.SOS hz8.jqq 
1933 lici2,6j5 94.361 5i4374.3 

- - -- 
* Ilxrlu~ling thr :~lnmonium ~ulphntr cnnverterl into nmmonium 

nitrate for munitions. r\.hirh iq included in the previous column under 
" Industrinl Ammnnin Products." 

(a) 25 per rent. nnlninnia = 20.6 pcr cent. of nitrogen (approx.). 
The figures fnr total produrtinn of ammonia prnducts .are rrcslcu- 
lntcd from the Allinli Inpprrtors' Krpnrts, except for the estimate? 
sliorvn. Thr Alkali Tnsprrtors' Rrports inrlurlerl Ireland up to 1927. 
so that tn nhtnin rompnmlrli- tntnlp ~stitnntes for Ireland have been 
included for the years 1922-1933. 

(e) Estimated. 

the Is'ederation receiving a slightly higher price for their out- 
put than in 1032-33, the absence of a definitc agreement with 
the Chilean interests led to price-cutting in some markets. 
I n  this respect the prospects for 1934-35 are more encouraging, 
as  not only have the agreements with the Continental pro- 
ducers been renewed and an  arrangement arrived at  with 
Japanese a~nmonium sulphate producers, but a definite agree- 
ment has also been concluded with the Chile nitrate industry. 
These arrangements should provide a more stable price 
structure. 

Home Production and Consumption 

The figures in the left-hand table sho~ving the total pro- 
cluctio~i of ammonia products, expressed as sulphate, are 
calculated on the basis of 25 per cent. ammonia (about 20.6 
per cent. nitrogen). The figures for sulphate of ammonia 
production and trade, however, apply to actual tons of pro- 
duct with a ni t rogen content varying from an  average of 
almut 2 0  per cent. in the earlier years to about 21 per cent. 
in recent vears. 

I-Iome consumptioti of sulphate of ammonia showed a 
decrease on the 1932-33 figures of 27,924 tons, or 12 per cent. 
The decline in home deliveries against sales was larger, but 
9,500 tons, mentioned in last year's report, which were 
delivered to merchants and mixers in the last six weeks of 
1932.33, in excess of normal requirements at  that time, were 
consumed in 1933-31 The  decline in consumption affected 
all three parts of the home market, but was greatest, pro- ' 
portionately, in England and Wales. About half of the 
decline in sillphate was counterbalanced by an  increase in 
the agricultural use of other nitrogen fertilisers. This  
exchange was partly due to the raising of the sulphate price 
(from the abnormally low level reached under the stress of 
foreign competition in 1932-33) accompanied by a slight 
reduction in nitrate prices. Foreign imports amounted to 
1,666 tons, against 226 tons in 1932-33, 1,5m tons coming from 
Canada. The total consumption of pure nitrogen in the 
British Isles for all purposes amounted to about 76,zoo metric 
tons against 75,600 tons last year. The  tonnage used in 
industry is estimated at  20,400 tons, against 17,300 last year. 
The total consumption of Chile nitrate is estimated at  25,300 
tons as against 21,7m tons for last season. 

Total exports from Great Britain and Ireland show a 
decrease of 33,831 tons, or  about lo per cent. on last year's 

DETAILED FlCdHES FOR SULPHATE OF AM\IONlA.  ~ R E . v ~  BRITAIN AND 
IREI.ANO AND CHANNEL ISLANDS. 

(Tons of 2,240 Ih.) 

Agricultural Sulphate of 

Fertiliser 
Year. 

Total 
Production 
of Sulnhate 
of ~ r n k o n i a  

as such. 

Con- 
sumption of 
Sulphate of 
Ammonia in 

British 
Isles and 
Channel 
Islands. 

Agri- 
cultural 

Con- 
sumption 
of Chile 

Nitrate. (8)  

Ammonia 
. x  orts Imports 

'{Porn into 

Great Britain and 
Ireland other than 

t o  or from the 
Channel Islands. 

I O I ~ ~  14 ,;(i4,5oo(e) Oo,ooo(e) 
1orXi19 31o,ooo*(e) 26q,ooo 
1019/20 361.360 233.500 
1920121 31 5,630 166,qlo 
1021/22 22<),390 136.000 
1022/23 3441824 140,100 
1923/24 309,?04 142,400 
192.1125 41 1,650 r,j3,zoo 
1 0 ~ ~ 1 2 6  377,497 168.650 
1026127 321.01.1 169.340 
rr)z;lzX 472.029 167,720 
1o'8!?9 645.042 1R6,j'o 
192913o 865,uiX 1333.516 
193oi31 554.806 165,814 
rqg1/32 600,204 228,338 
10~213i soo11zX 238,643 
1903134 508.463 21%il9 * Excluding thr ammonium ~ulpha 
nil,-at? for rnunitirms. 

t Sot ~reportrd scpamt~ly. 
je) E~tinint~d. 

Ro,ooo 
253000 
40.000 
47,500 
56,000 
57,000 
j0,ooo 
40,000 
48,600 
33.Oo0 
37,Ooo 
40,500 
48,000 
451000 
33.000 
20,WO 
22,WO 

te conver 

323,444 
37,626 

116.134 
134.378 
116.377 
186,045 
258,274 
261,131 
223,210 
137~319 
302,596 
428.437 
634,405 
456,467 
375.757 
335.173 
301.460 

ted into 
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figures, hut during the year there has been a further reduction paganda and selling staff throughout the home market by 
in the stocks on hand in export markets. various means. A ~ev iva l  in British agriculture will thus 

The gutstanding feature of the period under review was find the Federation well prepared to stimulate and to deal 
the successful establishment of a scale of prices based on a with an increased demand for fertilisers. Advertising has 
spring price of £7 5s. as compared with £6 10s. and £5 5s. been on a more extended scale. At the great national shows- 
for the two previous years. I t  was inevitable that a n  increased the Royal a t  Derby, the Dairy Show in London and the spring 
p~.ice should arouse some unfavourable comment from the shows in Belfast and Dublin-large stands were erected. 
consumer, and much propaganda activity has been devoted to Space was also taken at certain smaller shows, such as, 
convincing the agricultural world that the price charged, amongst others, the Yorkshire, the Lincolnshire and the 
although representing an increase of 38 per cent. above the Royal Cornwall. As usual, merchants and agents were 
lowest level, was no more than fair and reasonable, bearing encouraged to display fertilisers on their stands a t  local shows 
in mind the entirely uneconomic level to which prices had all over the country. The winter lecture programme again 
previously sunk under the stress of foreign competition. In demonstrated the close interest of farmers in the in fonna t io~~  
the circumstances the volume of home sales cannot he regarded imparted by our representatives. Audiences totalling 9,304 
as unsatisfactory, hearing in mind that there was an ex- were attracted by 2a6 lectures. Jealott's Hill once more 
ceptionally heivy. carry-over of stocks in merchants' hands, proved a great attraction to farmers during the summer. 
and also that the actual financial position of the farmer At June 30, 1934, seven producing members of the Federa- 
showed hut little improvement. tion resigned; their combined output for the fertiliser year 

The report states that there are more hopeful prospects 1933-34 represented 1.29 per cent. of the total output of the 
before British agriculture, and a feeling of greater confidence members. An important new producer joined the Federation 
is generally abroad in those branches which have begun to and one former member, on resuming production, has re- 
olganise their production and marketing. The opportunity joined. At July I ,  1934, the Federation numhered 2 1 1  

has therefore been taken to increase the efficiency of the pro- members. 

Water Treatment for Industrial 

Application of Sodium Metaphosphate 
IT has long been realised that water of a high degree of purity 
is required for many manufacturing processes. In the past, 
certain industries have developed in districts where suitable 
water was found, e.g.,- the woollen industry in Yorkshire, 
where the moorland waters are fairly soft. Nowadays, how- 
ever, i t  is unnecessary to locate a works in a soft water 
district, for with the appropriate filtration treatment and 
softening plant, it is usually possible to obtain a water supply 
more or less suitahle for the purpose for which it is required, 
hut, though the reduction of the residual hardness of waters 
used in process work (by suitable softening apparatus) is 
definitely of immense value, i t  is now becoming recognised 
that for many purposes this is not enough. In  the case of 
boiler feed water, for example, the necessity of further treat- 
ment after preliminary softening is obvious, particularly with 
modern water tube boilers, where high furnace temperatures 
render even small deposits of scale not only wasteful but 
positively dangerous. 

Boiler Feed Water - - - ~ -  ~~ ~~ 

As a result of research into the subject of the treatment of 
hoiler feed water, the interesting properties of sodium meta- 
phosphate mere discovered. This substance is the most 
suitahle agent available for the final conditioning of boiler 
water. I t  possesses the advantage over tri-sodium phosphate 
in that it does not cause precipitation of calcium phosphate 
in the feed line, but when in the boiler it reverts to ortho- 
phosphate, liberating ionic hydrogen which neutralises a 
portion of the gradually increasing alkalinity of the boiler 
water and causing the calcium and magnesium to form a.soft 
sludge, instead of adherent scale on the boiler surfaces. 

Not only will sodium metaphosphate soften water without 
forming a precipitate hut it will cause insoluble calcium and 
magnesium salts to be dissolved. This very interesting pro- 
perty is most important in many textile processes, for even 
with so-called softened water, trouble is experienced with the 
"l ime soaps" caused by the combination of calcium and 
magnesium salts with the fatty acid radicles. Metaphosphate 
will convert these lime soaps to the corresponding soluble 
sodium soaps, with obvious advantages to the textile process. 
The 'calcium remains in solution as a complex double salt 
of sodium and calcium. 

Calgon is the name given to a material consisting essentially 
of a mixture. of sodium metaphosphate and sodium pyro- 
phosphate, now being produced in this country by Keith 
Piercy, Ltd. This product is readily soluhle and free from 
impurities, such as iron, which would he undesirable when 
the material is used in textile or laundry processes. As 
usually supplied, it has a pH value of 8.5 in dilute solution 
and can therefore be used safely with the most delicate fabrics. 

I t  is believed that the sodium metaphosphate is a polymer 

(NaPO,)., i .e. ,  hexametaphosphate, and that in solution this 
large molecule ionises into the anion Na,P.O,,. Secondary 
ionisation takes place and with an excess of metaphosphate a 
complex douhle salt Na,Ca,P.O,, is formed. The concentra- 
tion of the calcium ion is very low, less than that in equili- 
brium with saturated lime soap or slturated calcium 
carbonate. Under these conditions it is impossible to detect 
the calcium by any of the ordinary methods, and even 
ammonium oxalate will not produce a precipitate; these 
remarks apply also to magnesium. Water treated with 
Calgon will therefore not only be completely softened, but it 
rvill maintain in solution normally insoluble lime salts and 
lime soaps. It is probably unnecessary to remind our readers 
of the importance of avoiding lime soaps in any dyeing, finish- 
ing or laundering process oi textile fabrics. Lime soaps form 
an insoluble waterproof coating on the fibres, which causes 
uneven penetration of dyes, doll colours and a poor handle, 
and in the case of laundering, retain soiling matter and cause 
a bad colour. 

Application in Wool Scouring 

Wool scouring can be taken as an example of a textile 
process where Calgon can be used in conjunction with the 
usual materials with advantage. The process consists in 
passing the wool through a series of tanks or "howls." After 
a preliminary immersion in water to remove some of the 
"suint" or perspiration and other impurities adhering to the 
wool it passes first through a bowl containing alkali, then 
through one or more soap bowls, and is finally rinsed. I t  
is usual to add Calgon to the last soap bowl, with a smaller 
quantity of soap than the amount usually used. The effect 
of Calgon is immediately apparent, for  the bowl remains clear 
instead of becoming cloudy-due to precipitation of small 

.quantities of lime soap-and a lather is developed when the 
wool passes into the rinse bowl, owing to the conversion of 
previously formed lime soaps to soluhle sodium soaps. The 
effect of Calgon is apparent in the appearance and handle of 
the wool, and in the chemical analysis and microscopic 
examination. 

Calgon is also being used advantageously in the scouring 
and dyeing of \voolleu and cotton piece goods, and in the 
dyeing and finishing of silks, both real and artificial. I t  
is usual to add Calgon to the dye-bath or scouring bath, the 
amount used being dependent on the residual hardness of the 
mater. As it is stable in both acid and alkaline baths, it 
can he used for all classes of dyeing, eliminating completely 
such trouhles as scum and soap spots, and giving brighter 
colours, more level dyeing and a better handle. 

In other directions Calgon is used in the cleaning of the 
exteriors of large buildings, for dish and bottle washing, and 
in liquid soaps for domestic purposes. 
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Technical Aspects of Emulsions 
Agriculture-Textile-Leather 

A SYMPOSItihI 011 " The  Technical Aspects of Emulsions " 
arranged by the British Section of the International Society 
of Leather Trades Chemists was held at  University College, 
London, on December 7 under the chairmanship of Professor 
F. G. Donnan, F.R.S. 

Dr. A. TURNBULI., president of the British Section of the 
I.S.L.T.C., in his opening remarks, said that it was fresh 
in the memory of most that the British Section of the Society 
held a conference on " 'l'he Swelling of Proteins and Allied 
Phenomena " a t  the Leathersellers' Hall, alwut two years 
ago. This was so ~ ~ ~ c c c s s f u l  that the Society had ventured 
another on the technical aspects of emulsions. Then, as 
now, they had been favoured by the kindly assistance of 
Professor F. G. Donnan, who needed no introduction to 
leather trades chemists. Procter's work on the swelling u! 
gelatin and his use of Donnan's theory of membrane equili- 
brium was sufficient proof that Professor Donnan had been 
:I good friend to leather chemistry. 

Emulsions in the Patent Literature 
The  multiple uses of emulsions as indicated in the patent 

literature was reviewed by Dr. \V. Clayton with special men- 
tion of the value of extended oil area. Emulsions for use as  in- 
secticides or for leather oiling ne re  also described. Enumera- 
tion of familiar emulsifying agents was followed by examples 
of the newer compounds based on the modern views of polar 
and non-polar groups. I'articular mention was made of the 
idea of "balanced" emulsifying agents with lipophile-hydro- 
phile groups. Patents dealing with de-emulsification were 
named, with particular reference to the breaking of crude 
petroleum emulsions (water-in-oil type). Finally, attention 
was drawn to several patents of special scientific character, 
including four patent specifications claiming the use of a pre- 
formed rmul.;ion as an emulsifying agent of unusual virtue. 

The history of the use of emuls io~~s  in agricultural and 
horticultural practice was briefly sketched by Dr. R. M. 
IVoodman. With regard to mineral oil emulsions, particular 
attention was focused on their nse as summer foliage sprays 
and dormant sprays for plants and as  sprays for insects 
attacking animals, on their action on the plant, on the toxicity 
and necessary degree of purity of the emulsified oil, and on 
the emulsifiers employed and the compatibility or otherwise 
of these emulsifiers with natural hard waters and other spray 
substances. 

Ta r  c1istill:ite emt~lsions, tar-petroleum washes, emulsions 
of true oils and organic liquids and eniulsions of oil solutions 
of various insecticides were also discussed, and reference was 
made to the analysis of emulsions, the stimulation to the plant 
following their application, the a~nount  of oil retained by 
the foliage, and the removal of oily spray residues from fruit. 
I n  addition, the wetting, fungicidal and weed-killing pro- 
perties of oil emulsions were described. The formation of 
opposite-tvpe emulsions with one pair of liquids and the same 
emulaifier, the stability to ageing and also to subsequent 
mechanical treatment of the t\vo types in dual systems near 
the common phase volume ratio and the danger to plants 
arising from the use of these dual emulsion systems, received 
attention. 

Emulsions in the Wool Industry 
Following a survey of everyday practice for removing wool, 

fat, olive oil and oleine from \rool, Dr. J. B. Speakman and 
Dr. N. H. Chamberlain showed t lut  the ease of removal of 
thin films of oil from textile fibres was determined by ad- 
l~esion phe~iornena a swell as  by the magnitude of the oil- 
\vater interfacial tension. As regards the former, the extent 
of adhesion depended on the character of the surface to which 
the oil ivas applied and on the length and polar character 
of the oil molecules. All such factors, discovered by Sir 
\V. B. Hardy in his studies of lubrication and related pheno- 
mena, have heen shown to operate in scouring processes. 
Regarding interfacial tension, it is important, in the case of 
blended oil-, to know the distribution of polar compounds 
between the wool-oil and oil-water interfaces. Preferential ' 

adsorption at the wool-oil interface opposed scouring by in- 
creasing adhesion; preferential adsorption at  the oil-water 
interface promotrd scouring hv reducing the interfacial 

tension. The paper concluded with a brief survey of modern 
synthetic scouring and emulsifying agents and their utility. 

An outline of the main factors controlling emulsification 
and the development of emulsifying machines was given by 
Mr. R. I. Johnson, leading up to a classification of emulsify- 
ing machines, for descriptive purposes, under three headings; 
( I )  agitators, (2) colloid mills, and (3) homogenisers. Various 
types of agitation emulsifiers were described, including whisks 
nsed for mayon~iaise and salad cream production and batch 
And continuous churns employed in margarine manufacture. 
Brief reference was also made to various types of beaters and 
impellers and to portable emulsifying units. 

Machines consisting of a rotor and stator, between which 
emulsification is effected, are classified as colloid mills, 
although many of these machines are described in the trade 
as homogenisers. Colloid mills are divided broadly into two 
types, smooth surface and rough surface mills, and, follow- 
ing a general description of their construction, machines were 
described to illustrate the fundamental design of these mills, 
details of output and power consumption being given. The  
chief factors influencing the design of the homogeniser pump 
system, and the homogenising valve, were considered and 
reference was made to two-stage homogenisation and pres- 
sure measurement. I n  conclusion, brief reference was made 
to hand-operated homogenising machines suitable for labora- 
tory use. 

Mechanism of Emulsification 
The  stahilising influence of gases on emulsions produced 

by ultrasonic waves was most likely a secondary effect, said 
Professor H. Freundlich, thin layers of gas on .the surface 
preventing or  retarding the coalescence of the droplets. 
Ultrasonic waves acting upon an emulsion (or a coarse sus- 
pension) in a thick-walled capillary tube caused striations 
owing to stationary longitudinal waves in the liquid. I n  the 
nodes of these striations large drops are formed, presumably 
owing to an orthokinetic coagulation of the droplets, when 
travelling from the antinodes to the nodes. I t  is probable 
that the facts which are instrumental in the formation and 
the destruction of emulsions bv ultrasonic waves are  of general 
importance, when producing' emulsions by any mechanical 
means. 

Emulsions in the Leather Industry 
Oil and greases are used in leather manufacture for render- 

ing the leather either more waterproof or more soft and 
pliable, said Mr. W. R. Atkin and Mr. F. C. Thompson. The  
Inore important processes involving oils and fats may be 
classified under four types: ( I )  Oil tannages, where the oil 
treatment actuallv provides the tanning agent; (2) impregna- 
tion, where the drv leather is immersed in hot greases or  
waxes to render the leather waterproof as in chrome sole 
leather; ( 3 )  currying, in which the grease is applied to the 
damp leaiher; (4) fat-liquoring, in which the leather is 
drummed with a dilute oil-emulsion. The first two processes 
did not call for consideration in a discussion on emulsions. 
Currying was described as  the utilisation of the spreading 
properties of oils on water, and the necessity for having 
leather in a suitably damp condition for cuxrying was ex- 
plained. Fat-liquoring consisted of two stages, first, the 
absorption of oil from the dilute emulsion and the electrical 
discharge of the oil-droplets, and, secondly, the breaking of 
the absorbed emulsion hy acid and by basic .chromium com- 
pounds in the interior ot the leather. 

Insecticides from Volatile Oils 

S0I:TH African insecticides are now being made up of 
volatile oils guaranteed not to stain, although they are fatal 
to such forms of insect life as moths and mosquitoes. Most 
of these compounds are applied with the aid of sprays, and 
in this wav thep are used widely in business premises, hotels 
and hospitals. One such preparation has the additional 
advantage of being suitable for use as  an  antiseptic or  a 
$eodorant, and this has been 501d widely for sickroom use. 
I n  spite of this activity, similar imported products are  still 
used widely. 
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GGGlass Silk " as a Heat Insulating 
Material 

HE engineer has always been faced with the problem of 
efficient heat-conservation, and he has not been slow to 

Tdevise means to ensule that heat shall be employed as far 
as possible for the purpose for which it is generated. I t  is  
not difficult to'name a dozen materials, ranging from cork to 
asbestos, and from " slag wool " to metallic foils, that have 
attained wide usage as beat insulation. 

I '  Glass silk " was a product of war-time necessity; in those 
years Germany experienced a shortage of asbestos, and "glass 
silk" was one of the substitutes. In Germany this " glass 
silk " is regarded as one of the finest forms of heat insula- 
tion. Of recent years it has been manufactured in America 
and has fonnd many uses. In  England also it has been manu. 
factured since 1930 and it has found many industrial applica- 
tions in the comparatively short period of its production. 

The Raw Material 

Ordinary commercial glass is used as raw material for the 
manufacture of " glass silk," and is heated in electric fur- 
naces w h ~ c h  are provided a i t h  apertures through which the 
glass exudes when it reaches the mnlten state. As it exudes 
a skilled operator touches the spot with a glass rod, a strand 
of the glass is drawn out, and this is deftly whisked across to 
a revolving drum alongside the furnace. The drum con- 
tinues to revolve rapidly, drawing cut strands from al l  the 
apertures and lapping them over and over until the drum is 
covered with a thick felt of the thin glass fibres. A cut is 
then made across the drum, and the spun glass comes away 
in the form of a blanket of fibres, each in the neighbourhood 
of o.001 in. diameter. The fibres, as they come from the 
drum, lie almost parallel and possess such tensile strength 
that they can be folded and crumpled with no ill effect. Such 
blankets of fibres are "opened out " into fine layers which 
have the appearance of silky veils, and they are laid one 
upon another until sufficient thickness has been built up to 
give a good degree of heat insulation. Intimately meshed, 
the fibres enclose innumerable minute air spaces but no large 
poclrets, and it call be readily appreciated that a felt which 
is an inch or two in thickness should be an excellent non- 
conductor of heat. 

Being composed of nothing But glass, it is not difficult to 
foresee the advantages that "glass s i lk"  possesses for 
chemical engineering purposes. In  the first place it is not 
affected by any degree of cold, and it suffers no ill effect on 
being subjected to temperatures u p  to goo0 F. I t  has, indeed, 
been employed a t  1,1000 F. without undergoing disintegra- 
tion. Secondly, it is unaffected by the frequent alternations 
of those temperatures which are often necessary in the chemi- 
cal works. Thirdly, the material is non-hygroscopic, and 
therefore does not promote or assist corrosion when used for 
the lagging of pipes, etc., in exposed positions and situations 
where corrosion is liable to take piace. Neither is  i t  affected 
by chemical fumes, other than those of hydrofluoric acid. I n  
addition it is insect-proof, fungus-proof and rodent-proof, fac- 
tors which not only recommend its use in food industries, but 
which all contribute to an exceptional degree of permanence. 

Low Temperature Trials 
Low temperature trials have been carried out by the 

National Physical Laboratory, :at Teddington, which show 
that the thermal conductivity of " glass silk " compares well 
with the characteristics of all other insulating materials. The 
experimental department of Cliance Bros., and Co., by whom 
the material is made in Great Britain, bas also carried out 
tests on electrically-heated cylinders to determine the 
respective heat losses for " glass silk " and 85 per cent. 
magnesia, and it is reported that the " glass silk " shows up 
well in such a test. 

After ' I  glass silk " has been cut from the drum on which 
it is spun it is made up into various forms to suit the con-' 
venience of the engineer. " Sheets " may be 45 cm. to xoo 
cm. wide and 3,000 cm. long, thickness ranging from I to 
2 . j  cm. In  this form I' glass silk " is used for insulating 

By Alex Carlisle 

large surfaces such as tanks and large bore pipes, and is 
secured to such surfaces by wire or straps so as to be in close 
contact with the surface which is to be insulated. " Mat- 
tresses " of the material are also produced for covering large 
surfaces, and these are made to special sizes and shapes as 
desired, the " glass silk " being enclosed in wire netting, 
asbestos cloth or other covering; such mattresses are particu- 
larly useful for those positions where it is necessary to remove 
the insulation easily and quickly from time to time to facili- 
tate inspection, repairs, etc. " Strips," a third form in which 
the material is produced, are 8 to 15 cm. wide and r to 2 cm. 
thick; they can be quickly unwrapped from a pipe and just 
as quickly rewound, no matter whether the pipe is hot or cold. 
Where particularly efficient lagging is requi~ed the strips 
can be bound round the pipes to any desired thickness by 
overlapping. Finally, the insulation may be obtained in 
loose or " ravelled " form, suitable for packing enclosed 
spaces such as engine cases. 

In  most situations a finishing cover is lequired and prac- 
tically al l  of the usual finishes may be applied. The cheap- 
est and most suitable finish is obtained on pipes by wrapping 
closely woven canvas round the insulation and sewing it into 
position. If a neater finish is desired thin felt board o r  mill- 
board can be used before the canvas is wound, whilst if a 
plaster finish is preferred wire netting can first he used fol- 
lowed by a hard-setting cement, trowelled-off smooth. 
Finally, in exposed positions, waterproof felt held i n  posi- 
tion with wire nettlng may form the finishing cover. 

Use in Ocean Liners 

The possibilities of using I' glass silk " in  situations where 
disintegration th~ough  vibration is one of the troubles of in- 
sulation have come to the fore largely as a result of the 
German-produced material having been used in a number of 
ocean-going liners, notably the "Europa" and the "Bremen." 

The character of the material makes it appeal especially 
to the chemical industry, in which heat processing and pipe- 
line transmission are general, and where a n  insulating mate- 
rial that will not be affected by chemical fumes is essential. 
Such reasons are no doubt responsible for its use in the fac- 
tories of Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.; a n  interesting 
application has also been found for it in  insulating tank 
wagons destined for the transport of asphalt, a material which 
must be retained a t  a temperature high enough to ensure 
fluidity. At several collieries, steam accumulators, piping and 
valves are insulated with " glass silk." Mention may also 
be made of its use for insulating the fronts of "Lancashire" 
boilers, " mattresses " being employed with a cement finish; 
for insulating the boiler drums and piping of a 1,500 Ib. per 
sq. in. experimental boiler installed by Babcock and Wilcox, 
at Renfrew, Scotland ; for insulating steam mains at the Glen- 
earnock Steel Works. of Colvilles. Ltd.. Scotland, and for 
Tnsulating super-heathd headers akd steam pipes 'in many 
power stations, where heat conservation is a prime necessity 
in ensuring the utmost efficiency. 

Feldspar Processing Proposed in Sweden 

PLANS for the processing of feldspar, involving the use of 
sea water, have been submitted to the Academy of Engineer- 
ing Sciences, in Stockholm. A pilot plant to cost $gz,ooo has 
b ~ e n  proposed, to be replaced later by a larger plant for the 
working of about 20,000 tons of feldspar. Details of the 
process have not been received, but i t  is stated that the 
invention creates possibilities for production of substantial 
quantities of chlorides of sodium, potassium and magnesium, 
silicic acid and raw materials for the aluminium industry. 
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Typical Applications of C G  Glass Silk " 

Insulation of a Boiler a t  Claridges Hotel, London. Workmen applying " Glass Silk " to Large Bore Pipes. 

THE production of " glass silk " is an industry with a con- cal examples of its application in industry. " Glass silk " 
siderahle future and one that will benefit many other indus- has found its way into most corners of the earth, where it is 
tries, not leazt among them being the chemical industry. In  used for many divers purposes-in locomotives in Uganda, 
the preceding page we publish an article on its qualities as a in sugar factories in Peru, in oil refining plant in Persia and 
heat insulating material, and above are illustrated some typi- in passenger coaches in Southern India. 
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Progress in Bleaching, Dyeing and Finishing 
Rate of Absorption of Dyes by Viscose Rayon Yarn 

AN important contribution to our knowledge of the physico- 
chemical processes which occur in the dyeing of viscose rayon 

. has recently been made by J. Boulton and B. Reading (" J. 
Soc. Dyers and Col.," 1934, 50, 381)  I t  is concerned with 
the rates a t  which some seventv direct dves are absorbed by 
viscose rayon yarn under stindardised conditions which 
approximate to those common in large-scale dyeing, and 
succeeds in correlating the dying speed with the even-dyeing 
properties of a direct dye towards varying grades of rayon. 

After the discovery of the important fact that the speed 
of dyeing is not much affected by variations in the concentra- 
tion of common salt and dye in the dye liquor (provided that 
the speed is measured by the time required for the dye liquor 
to  become 50 per cent. exhausted) with Benzopnrpurine 4B 
and  Chlorazol Sky Blue F F ,  it became possible to measure 
the rates of dyeing with a fair degree of accuracy. In brief, 
the method consists of immersing one gram of viscose rayon 
yarn in 40 C.C. of dye liquor at  go0 C., containiilg sufficient 
sodium chloride to give 50 per cent. exhaustion, and 0.00~ 

grams of the direct dye and measuring the time required fo; 
50 per cent. exhaustion; the depree of exhaustion of the dye 
liquor is determined by colorimetric methods using a standard 
solution of the dye being tested. In practice it is necessary 
to carry out about three such dyeings which give exhaustion 
around 50 per cent. and then calculate for 50 per cent. exactly 
fmm +hll mr..ltc -h+-:-.d 

difticulties in dyeing (new fabrics always bring some troubles 
to the dver) and it is therefore opportune that G. Rudolph 
( I '  ~ n s i s e i d e , "  1934, 16, 431) has pnhlished a n  article giving ' 
deta~led instructions concerning the large-scale dyeing of this 
type of fabric. For dyeing, the fabric is treated as a cotton- 
wool union and most of the methods which have proved satis- 
factory for dealing with union fabrics in the past are  now 
found capahle of adaptation to the new fabric. Rudolph 
gives ful l  details of the dyes and dyeing conditions found 
satisfactory for dyeing Wollstra fabric so that the wool and 
the rayon are brought to the same shade or dyed in different 
colours, and also so that one of these fibres is left white 
whilst the other is coloured. Particulars are also given of 
the various types of dyes which should be used to produce 
different degrees of fastness. It is not possible to summarise 
the information here but readers interested should consult 
the original article. 

Protecting Acetate Rayon in Alkaline Treatment 

I n  dyeing and printing textile fabrics containing acetate 
rayon it is sometimes necessary to submit them to an alkaline 
treatment which in normal circumstances would result in 
saponification of the rayon with consequent loss of its 
characteristic properties. Thus, in discharging vat dyed 
fabrics it is necessarv for the discharae Daste to contain a 

..\,.LA <.A\ .  .La"..D ""L',.,,C". 

caustic alkali in order that the disch&geh parts should he 
Dyeing of Cotton-Wool Mixtures clean and clear in outline; obviously under >uch conditions 

any acetate rayon present would be sapooified. Also, it is 
A somervhat startling discovery is that some dyes are  scarcely possible to apply vat dyes to acetate rayon by the 

absorbed 2,000 times faster than others. Thus, the times for 50 usual method without saponification. But, according to Eng. 
per cent. exhaustion of Chlorazol Fast Orange GS Chlorazol Pat. 417,978: it is surprisinglv possible to substitute caustic 
Fast Eosine B, Chlorantine' Fast Green BL, a116 Diphenyl soda by magnesium hydroxide'in many of these processes with 
Fast Blue Green BI. are 0.07, 10.0, 55.2 and 159.2 minutes the advantage that this last-named alkali does not cause 
respectively. The rates of dyeing have been compared with saponification. 
ths  level dyeing properties of the dyes as found by practical As an  example, it may be mentioned that a good blue 
experience and the various tests which have been devised shade can be produced 011 acetate rayon satin fabric by treat- 
from time to time. ing it for about one hour at 75 C. in a bath consisting of 

Shortly after the introduction of Katanol O (a  sulphurised sodium hydrosulphite 0.250 parts, magnesium hydroxide 0.250 
phenol) as a suhstitute for antimony tannate in the mordanting parts, and Indigo N2B 0.050 parts (total volume 50 parts), 
of cotton previous to dyeing with basic dyes it was found it being noticed that the i~sua l  caustic soda is replaced by 
that the presence of this water-soluble substance in solutions the magnesium hydroxide. Viscose-acetate rayon fahric (the 
of direct dyes much hindered their absorption by wool and viscose ravon dyed with Melantherine BH and the acetate 
could thus he usefully emploved in the two-colour dyeing of rayon with Duranol R) can 1x discharged on both fibres with- 
upion materials. Subsequently, a modified product, Katanol out saponification of the aretate rayon by using a discharge 
W, was introduced because it gave better results. But a dis- paste consisting of Leucotrope W 130 parts, Thiodiglycol 150 
advantage of Katanol W is that it becomes browner when ex- parts, water 60 parts, zinc formaldehyde sulphoxylate 170 
posed to light. This is not noticeable in mixture materials parts, magnesium hydroxide 40 parts, and 25 per cent. gum 
.dyed in deep or dark shades but in mixtures where the wool aiabic solution ,450 parts. After printing on the discharge 
is left undyed, for then its original white colour gradually paste the fabric is dried, steamed under pressure for half an  
changes to pale brown. hour, xvashed rapidly in cold soda ash solution, rinsed and 

According to Rabe ( I '  Textilherichte," 1935, 16, 47) two dried. It seems likely that this peculiar use of magnesium 
further improved brands oi  Katanol have been produced and hydroxide can be extended. 
are  being marketed as  Katanol TVL and Katanol SL. Both 
of these ~ r o d u c t s  do not discolour on exnosure to ctlnlivht ~ - > . . . - . . . . . . . . . "-... 
Katanol ~ V L ,  is most efficient in dye liquors at  50 C. or less, 
whilst Katanol SI. is most effective in liquors at  50 to 60 C. Far Eastern Chemical Notes 
and only slightly loses its efficiency when the dye liquor is 
used a t  80 to go C. It is suggested that Katanol ST. is 
likely to find use in the dveing of wool-cotton mixtures which TIIE D4IRI:N F,~CTORY OF THE K~NTOSHTI KOGYO K.K. 
have seams difficult to penetrate hy dyes at  10x17 temperatul-es, ' (authorised capital r , m , m  yen) mas completed and put into 
for it allolvs the dyeing to be carried out near to the boil. operation in November l a ~ t  with a commencing daily output 

of 12,600 litres alcohol from millet starch. 
Dyeing of Wollstra Fabric 

Japan 
At the present time much interest is being taken in Germany 

in the use of fabric (called Wollstra) made with yarns con- THE HYDROGES PEROXIDE OUTPUT of the Edogana Kogvo- 
sisting of a mixture of staple viscose rayon and wool, it Sho, which is now 45 tons (35 per cent. concentration) per 
being considered that imports of textile materials could he inooth, is being enlarged with a view to producing a n  
reduced if such fahric proves useful and popular. From additional 40 tons per month from February next. 
samples of this type of fabric now to hand in this country NEWColfl.:~s IN CELLULOSE ACETAlT PRODIlCTION are the 
it is obvious that whilst they cannot he regarded as a perfect Nippon Chisso K.K., and the Tekkosha concerns. Japan's 
substitute for real all-wool materials they can be regarded monthly cons~lmption of this product is over 15 tons and the 
as  reasonably satisfactory. Wollstra fabric can he dyed hnd current market price is 6.50 yen per kilogram. 
finished so as to have a nice soft full handle reminiscent of TRS JAPANESE SODA CO. (Nippon Soda K.K.) propose to 
a wool fabric and also so that it has an  attractive lustre due market barium chloride, decahydronaphthaleiie, hydro- ' to the presence of the rayon. quinone, monochloracetic acid, sodi~rm hydrosulphite and 

The dyeing of Wollstra fahrir5 mill, of course, cause certain chloroform. 
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Autoxidation of Hydrocarbons 
H E  autosidatio~i of hydrocarbons and its disadvantages 
was the subject of a lecture which Professor Chas. 
Dufraisse gave at  a meeting of the Soci6ti d l n c o u n g e -  

ment pour I'lndustrie National? in December last, and which 
has nolv been published in the "Bulletin" of the Sociktk, 1934 
( p  107-121). 

Autoxidation, or  the addition of free oxygen to oxidisable 
suh\tances, is not comparab!e to other chemical reactions, and 
if it was merely oxygen fixation, there would be little to say 
about it. Thus, if A is a molecule of a substance capable 
of joining with oxygen to give an  oxidation compound AO,, 
the following scheme is applicable :- 

2 X + Y  +z,, 
A I 0. - +  An. .- a - x  . ..- 

'The end reaction is never attained at once but passes 
through the intermediate stages X, Y, and Z, which are 
peroxides, i.e., substances in which oxygen is endowed with 
special properties. These intermediate peroxides are repre- 
sented conventionally by A[O,], the brackets indicating that 
the oxygen enclosed is "active." No matter how inert be the 
final product, AO,, the peroxides A[0,1 are always very 
active chemically. The high activity of these peroxides is 
shown by ( I )  oxidising power, ( a )  catalytic action in poly- 
merising and (3) explosive power. 

The autoxidation peroxides are  energetic oxidising agents, 
more so than the original oxygen they contain, although this 
element has lost, Iw the fact of its combination, a part of . . .. . 

A Review of its 
Disadvantages 

papers ha re  been published embodying the results of over 
~oo,ooo measurements of oxygen absorption. The results 
ol)tained from these are  briefly given below. 

High Activity of Antoxidants. The antoxidants are often 
very active and protection is offered with less than I per cent. 
'Thus, styrolene remains intact when treated with ~ / lo ,oa ,  of 
hydroquinone, while acroleine is sensitive to the presence of 
r / ~ , m , o o o  of hydroquinone. The  antoxidants act apparently 
by paralvsing, so to speak, the oxygen, depriving it of i ts  
oiidising powers. 

The ilntoxidant Pherzomena. All autoxidations should be 
able to be inhibited by an appropriate antoxidant, and every 
substance should, under appropriate cond~tions be able t o  
fanction as  an  antoxidant. The first point is illustrated by 
observation of the varieties of oxidation which can be 
inhibited, i.e., those of styrolene, acroleine, rubber, linseed 
oil and furfural. The second point is emphasised by the 
substances which can act as antoxidants, i.e., the phenols, 
amines, alcohols, nitriles and HCN among organic com- 
pounds, and the halogens and halogen-containing substances, 
iodine and iodides, sulphides, and selenium compounds among 
the inorganic substances. The rare gases cannot be included 
on account of their well-known inert characters. T o  sum up, 

~ t s  oxlalslng capacity. the position is now to find an autoxidation which cannot I% 
Exalosive Power of Peroxides restrained. 

The  explosive power of the peroxides is comparable to that 
of ordinary explosives. Melinite C,H,(NO,),OH, for example, 
is nothing more than a peroxide, that is to say a compound 
in which the oxygen is present in an  unstable form, and 
which tends to gain a pozition of stable equilibrium with 
the disengagement of a large quantity of energy. This  re- 
arrangement is produced with sufficient force to create an  
explosion. 

In a somewhat similar manner the autrtxidation peroxides 
A[O,] are  compounds where the oxygen does not seem to be 
in its proper place and tends towa~ds  a rather violent re- 
arrangement. Such conditions render many autoxidation 
experiments rather dangerous, and it is generally unsafe to  
allow accumulation of peroxides. In fact, numerous explo- 
sions have been recorded through this cause. One such ex- 
plosion, towards the end of the war period, resulted in the 
destruction of Berthelot's bomb calorimeter. In another case 
an  explosion occurred with some paraffin wax after it had 
heen submitted hot to the action of oxygen by Gron. 

I3y catalytic polymerising pose r  is meant the property of 
the peroxides to induce association of molecules of the same 
type, gir,ing rise to agglomerates of high molecular weight, 
or  to use a recent expression "marcomolecules." This trans- 
formation is made apparent in many ways accordhg to the 
material exposed to polymerisation. There is sometimes a 
change in colour as  with furfural, which gives a dark inky 
liquid, sometimes cloudiness or  even deposits of a sediment, 
a s  with acroleine which gives a substance which is k n o l ~ n  
as  " diacrvl." 

Other cases are  ~na lked  by progressive thickening, as  with 
the drying oils, or gum formation with styrolene. Finally, 
there is the phenomena of hardening which is best illustrated 
by the ageing of vulcanised rubber. The polymerising power 
of the peroxides is reallv enormous. It has been found that 
I per cent. of oxygen will solidify styrolene, while with acro- 
leine as  small a quantity as  1/1oo,ooo of oxygen will cause 
it to cloud. Such consequences are  important from a practi- 
cal point of view, especiallv in connection with the gumming 
of h!.drocarbons. 

Antoxidants and Peroxidants 

To overcome the effect of peroxides there is a means which 
is as  s ~ ~ n p l e  as  it is effective. The  autoxidation is hindered 
by suppressing the formation of the peroxides. The  practice 
is to add to the oxidisable material a small quantity of 
substances which, with hfoureau, the author termed antoxi- 
dants (antioxygPnes). At the CollEge de France some 40 

Inverse Catalysis 

Antoxidants are  found naturally as  in rubber and various 
oils. I n  oil-refining care is necessary not to  remove or  
destroy these natural antoxidants, otherwise there is a loss of 
stability on keeping. 

The next point dealt with was inverse catalysis where a 
catalyst may act in both directions, i.e., either retarding or  
accelerating the reaction. When it acts in the latter manner, 
the name pro-oxidant has been given in keeping with other 
nomenclature. As an  example, phosphorous oxybromide can 
stop the oxidation of benzaldehyde, but accelerates the oxida- 
tion of styrolene to a remarkable d a r e e .  I t  has been 
repeatedly noticed that a slight change in experimental con- 
ditions will bring a reversal of the reaction. This point has 
not been sufficiently made known to the practical man. 

I n  explanation of this strange action of antoxidants, the 
theory outlined by the author some 10 years ago still holds 
good, while others have failed to take into account this 
reverse catalysis phenomena. The theory was inspired by 
a classic experiment, the mutual reduction of two peroxide 
compounds, hydrogen peroxide and potassium permanganate. 
If these two substances, in solution, are  mixed, there is a 
rapid effervescence with the evolution of oxygen and the dis- 
appearance of the permanganate colour. The  molecule of the 
oxidisable substance is called A, which, it is generally agreed, 
takes up free oxygen in entire molecules. The initial forma- 
tion is the primary peroxide ArO,], the peroxide form being 
indicated by brackets. 

Loss of Activity 
If no outside influence intervenes, this addition product 

,should proceed to the formation of the stable AO, where the 
oxygen loses al l  activity. 

A + 0, .+ A[OJ + AO, (stable). 
If, however, an  antoxidant comes into play, the antoxidant 

being represented by B, there is a distribution of the peroxide 
oxygen between A and B. 

A[O,l + B + A[Ol + BtOl 
These two peroxides, being antagonistic as with hydrogen 

peroxide and permanganate, they mutually reduce with the 
liberation of oxygen. 

[O] + B P I  + A + B + 0, 
The system therefore reverts to its initial condition. With 
regard to the inverse catalyst, this is explained by the fact 
that the ~ e r o x i d e  of catalyst B is found outnumbered, o r  
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swamped, so to speak, by a large mass of reducing molecules formation. There was heat, a fine state of division of the 
of the substance A. These should react as follows :- oxidisable material, which increases the surfaces of contact. 

B[O] + A + B + A[O] + A 0  (stable). In  every case it is to peroxide formation in the compression 
phase that we have attributed knocking in a series of works 

This transformation represcnts B as a positive catalyst. It published by Mouro in 1925 and 1927 in collaboration with 
should be noted that the two reactions have in cornmoll the Chaux. 
first step in the processes as follows :- This work led to the co~iclusio~is that (I)  anti-detonants such 

I 2 

BCO] + A = B + A[O] ; A[Oj O! A 0 (stable) 

3" 

The positive or negative tendencies of the catalyst remain as tetra-ethyl-lead and the arylamines are antosidants; (2) 
undecided until tlie last stage, and catalyst B retains to the arranging fuels in their order of oxidising tendencies, pro- 
last moment the property of accelerating or retarding oxida- duction of the Perkin cold flame, etc., corresponds to their 
tion. Thus, it is possible for small changes in experimental. tendency to knock; (3) a large numher of materials used or 
conditions to reverse the reaction. usable as fuels oxidise by peroxide formation a t  temperatures 

not exceeding those reached in cylinders; (4) peroxides are Application to ~~dr0carbdn.s formed durinp the functionine of the engine. Tt wa? a l w  - . . -. -. . . 

~ 4 , ~  ,,.ill see how these ideas can be to hydro- pointed out &at the peroxid& a t  the h i ih  temperatures to 
carbons in technical use. Many of them are very sensitive to which the? are exposed during combustion are transformed 
autoxidation arid therefore give rise to peroxides, ~h~ partly into tarry hydrocarbons 01 carbonaceous matter, diffi- 
oxidisable compounds are mono- or polyolefinic such as the cult to burn. 
rubher hydrocarbon, or some of the hydrocarbons which are In  spite of what has heell done, there are still many who 
foutld in many petrols, especially those obtained by crack- vie-. the role of peroxides with some degree of sce~ t ic i sn~ ,  

ing, B ~ ~ ,  contrary to what is usually supposed as regards even doubting their existence as separate entities. This, 
the chemical inactivity of the paraffins, these saturated hydro- however, can be proved by a simple experiment. All that is 
carbons are capable of absorbing oxygen at a relatively low llecess3ry is to pass a vaporised fuel over a slightly warmed 
temperature, with the formation of peroxides. ~h~ extent of tube and test for peroxides in the vapour afterwards. Thus, 

oxidation is variable, and depends upon the length of the if ordinary ether is treated in this way, peroxides can be 
,-hain, ~h~ reaction with oxygen is marked by a light, detected by their oxidising action on hydriodic acid, 

visible in darkness. This ~henolnenon was noted in 1882 hv "'I + O = + Hao. 
~ ~-~~ ---..-.... - 2  

Perkin and given the name of " cold flame." Again, there 
are certain hydrocarbons which are rather resistant to the 
action of oxygen, such as the aromatic hydrocarbons, benzenes 
and nanhthalene. 

~ u b & r ,  which h a  become so indispensable to civilisation, 
does not perish by usage, but by alteration termed "ageing." 
This ageing is a n  effect of autoxidation and is catalysed by 
peroxides, as amounts of less than I per cent. of oxygen only 
are required to bring about a complete deterioration. In this 
alteration antoxidants have a remarkable effect and their use 
in the rubber industry dates from the first publication in 1921 
by Bierer and Davis (" Institute of Rubber Industry," 1927, 
p. 151). Quite recently Shepard [" Industrial and Engineer- 
ing Chemistry," 1933, p. 35) places the discovery of antoxi- 
dants among the three most important connected with. the 
rubber industry. 

A Simple' Method 
The antosidants are generally introduced into the rubber 

mass along with the other ingredients, but, as has been shown 
by Lotte, Drich and Vieillefosse with the author, equally 
remarkable results can be obtained by a simple method. I t  
is merely sufficient to cover the surface of the objects with a 
solution of the appropriate antoxidant, when the latter pene- 
trates slowly into the interior. A piece of English sheet 
rubber was partly dipped into an ether solution of hydro- 
quinone and after evaporation of the solvent was left to age. 
That part ~vhich had been protected by the antoxidant re- 
mained in perfect condition, while the unprotected part became 
rigid and hard. I t  irill be seen therefore that the use of antoxi- 
dants is a most important development in the rubber industry, 
and has resulted in an appreciable prolonging of life of manu- 
factured goods, principally pneumatic tyres. 

In  petrols and their derivatives autoxidation has brought 
about several disadvantages such as acid deposits by thicken- 
ing and corrosion with accompanying loss of lubricating pro- 
perties, the gumming of liquid fue!s and knocking in motor 
engines, this last having received special attention. The  
cause of knocking was fully explained and i t  was pointed 
out that conditions in a motor engine favoured peroxide 

Industrial Solvents 
New British Standard Specifications 

EIGHT additional British Standard Specifications for solvents 
have been issued by the British Standard Institution in further 
development of the setting up of a comprehensive series of 
 atio ion ally-agreed standards for solvents. These specifications 
deal with diethyl phthalate (No. 574), dibutyl phthalate (No. 
573), technical ether (No. 5;9), carhun tetracl~loride (No. 575), 
hexachlorethane or hexachloroethane (No. 577), trichlore- 
thylene or trichloroethylene (No. 5h), and technical acetic 
acid (No. 578) and glacial acetic acid (No. 576), and have 
k e n  prepared by the technical committee of the Chemical 
Division of the B.S.I., which committee has been actively 
working for the past two years under the chairmanship of 
Dr. Vargas-Eyre, of the Distillers Co. 

Limits are laid down in the specifications for specific 
gravity, distillation, acidity, alkalinity, etc., ~vhilst standard 
methods of test for determining these properties are included 
in appendices. The details of the tests adopted have been 
arrived at after careful examination of existing methods of 
analysis, particularly from the standpoint of accuracy and 
reliability and in many cases experimental work has been 
carried out by members of the committee in practical verifica- 
tion of the methods. The limits specified have been fixed 
by agreement between the principal users and manufacturers. 
I t  is of interest to note that in the case of both glacial and 
technical acetic acids, specifications are provided for 80 per 
cent., 60 per cent. and 40 per cent. acids in addition to the 
concentrated acid. 

The specifications for solvents issued previously bv the 
British Standards Institution provide for acetone, ethyl, 
methyl and butyl alcohols, diacetone alcohol and amyl, butyl 
and ethyl acetates. Copies of the new specifications may be 
obtained from the Publicatiolls Department of the British 
Standards Institution, 28 Vict.~ria Street, London, S .n ' . l ,  
price 2s. zd. each post free. 
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Weighting and Dyeing of Silks 
Progress during 1934 

.4 NUMBER of new processes have been devised for weighting 
leal silk materials. One means for producing heavier 
weightings with the tin chloride method consists of making 
the stannic chloride bath more hasic (yet without liability to 
precipitate) by the addition of rare earth metal carbonates, 
such as those of zirconium, thorium and lanthanum (U.S. 
Pats. 1,896,381 and 1,896,858). I t  has also been found (U.S. 
Pat. 1,8q8,105) that the presence of zirconium carbonate in 
the stannic chloride bath enables it to be used for the weight- 
ing of viscose rayon; without this addition the viscose rayon 
in a silk-viscose mixture fabric is left almost unaffected. 
Silk already weighted with tin salts has been found (U.S. 
Pat. 1,902,336) to be capable of further weighting by passage 
through a bath of lead acetate. A somewhat similar process 
has been described in Brit. Pat. 398,323. Processes for  im- 
p~oving  the transparency and handle of real silk fabrics have 
been protected by a Continental firm (Brit. Pats. 397,878 and 
397,838). They involve treating the silk with swelling agents, 
such as sulphuric acid and concentrated solutions of zinc 
chloride, under controlled conditions. 

No substantial improvements have occurred in the dyeing 
of silk goods but some interesting information on the absorb- 
tion of chromium salts, as in mordanting processes, has been 
disclosed (I-. Michel, " Rev. Gen. Tein. Imp. Blanch. App.," 
1934, 9, fir)). I t  appears that the amount of chromium oxide 
fixed in the silk increases with the basicity of the chrome 
liquor and also with its temperature and concentration. I t  
is recommended, in mordanting, to steep the silk in a boiling 
liquor containing 40 per cent. of chromium sulphate and z 
per cent. of caustic soda (these percentages are calculated on 
the weight of silk) for about one half-hour whereby up to 
2 per cent. of chromium oxide is fixed on the fibre. 

Research on Vegetable Oils 
Effect of Low Temperature and Absorption Agents 

INTERESTING work on the changes which take place in vege- 
table oils when exposed to very low temperatures, and also 
when treated with various kinds of absorption agents, 
including residual meals from the solvent extraction of vege- 
table oils has been carried out in Russia bv S. L. Ivanov and 
co-workers (" Chim. Shurn.," Ser. B,, rg i4 ,  7, 179). 

Sunflower seed oil and soya bean 011 were cooled down to 
-- 1.4' and -20°, and the solid and liquid constituents were 
separately analysed. The sunflower seed oil fraction, which 
solidified at -120 to - 16O, had iodine number of 119.4, 
as compared with 125.35 for the original oil, and 126.47 for 
the liquid fraction. The fractions solidifying a t  low tempera- 
tures have lower densities, sapon, numbers and iodine values 
than the original oils; but the rhodan number may be smaller 
or greater or remain the same. In  freezing sunflower seed 
oil a larger proportion of the saturated constituents and of 
linolein than of olein are solidified; but with frozen soya bean 
oil the changes are somewhat different: at -140 the con- 
dition of the fraction remains practically unchanged. At 
2 0 0  more olein and less linolein and solid glycerides pass 
into the solid portion, as shown both by the iodine value and 
the rhodan number. The cotton seed oil fraction which 
solidifies a t  40 has an iodine number of 86.3, as compared 
with 104.2 for the original oil. The designation "stearin" 
for the fraction which separates out in the cold is therefore 
entirely wrong. The solidified part consists exclusively of 
fat, and not of albuminous or gelatinous matter. The 
separation of definite individual glycerides obviously only 
occurs with fats of relatively simple structure. 

The residue obtained in the production of sunflower seed 
oil by solvent extraction had its oil content reduced to a 
minimum and was further purified by b i l i n g  with alcohol. 
It was then shaken u p  with oil and absorbed from 16 to 21 
per cent. of the oil. This absorbed oil showed a higher 
acidity and a lower iodine value. If  linseed extracted meal 
was used as absorbent, very considerable changes took place 
in absorbed sunflower seed oil or linseed oil ; bleaching earths 
gave similar results. Oil absorbed by bleaching earths 
showed a very remarkable increase in acid number. 

New Dyestuffs 
Increased Fastness and Levelling Power 

ELEVEN new products have been added to the range of dye- 
stuffs made by J. R. Geigy Soc. An., of Basle, who are 
represented in this country by The Geigy Colour Co., Ltd. 

Diphenyl Fast Yellow zRL is a new fast to light direct 
colour for dyeing cotton and cellulose artificial silk bright 
golden shades of very good fastness to light and possesses 
excellent levelling power. I t  is suitable not only for dyeing 
cotton and cellulose artificial silk materials alone, but, in 
pa~ticular  for mixed fabrics consisting of these fibres, as self 
colour and also as combination product. 
. Tinon Chlorine Violets BW and zBW are two new vat 
violets of the highest fastness properties, both of which are 
distinguished from the older Tinon Chlorine Violet brands 
by a n  outstanding fastness to water drops. Both of these 
new Violets are suitable for dyeing fast shades'on cotton in 
all stages of manufacture, on artificial silk and on real silk 
and for printing of cotton and pure silk. 

Eriochrome Red 6G is a neC homogeneous chrome colour 
of clear yellowish scarlet shade, possessing the characteristic 
high general fastness properties required for the fast dyeing 
of wool. Particular mention should he made of its 
excep5onal fastness to light and conditions of wear generally, 
perspiration, milling and very good fastness to potting. Erio- 
chrome Red 6G is suitable for the dyeing of wool in all the 
stages of manufacture, in both open and closed machines of 
all descriptions. Hard water is, however, to be avoided 
where possible. I t  can be dyed according to al l  the usual 
chrome dyeing methods, i.e., by the afterchrome, Eriochromal, 
Eriochromal mordant or chrome mordant processes. 

Setacyl Direct Brilliant Blue F F S  conc. is a new blue for 
acetate artificial silk suitable for both dyeing and direct 
printing, and particularly distinguished by a greenish very 
bright and clear blue tone of remarkable shade in artificial 
light. In  general, it possesses the well-known good fastness 
properties of the older Setacyl Direct Blues. I t  is not dis- 
chargeable. 

Eriochrome Blacks H T F  and HTB are two new chrome 
blacks for the fast dyeing of wool being placed on the market 
under the above names. They are suitable for dyeing wool 
in all stages of manufacture, loose material, sluhbing, yarns 
of all descriptions in hank or in cheese, artificial wool or 
wool in piece form. The HTB brand is rather bluer and 
more bloomy than the H T F  brand and both are distinguished 
by a pleasing deep black shade of the best fastness properties 
in every respect, combined with very good levelling properties. 
There is no tendency to "bronzing" in deep shades with either 
product and no unpleasant residue is left in the dyeing 
apparatus. 

Eriochrome Orange zRL conc. is a new homogeneous 
chrome colour of very pleasing bright fiery orange shade, 
possessing al l  the high fastness properties required for the 
fast dyeing of wool. Particular mention must be made of the 
outstanding fastness to light and exceptional fastness to con- 
ditions of wear, perspiration, milling, potting and stoving. 
I t  can be applied to wool in all stages of manufacture in open 
and closed machines of all descriptions; hard water in dye- 
ing is, however, to be avoided. Eriochrome Orange zRL 
conc. can be dyed by all the usual methods for fast dyeing 
of wool, i .e. ,  afterchrome, by the Eriochromal method, with 
Eriochromal Mordant and also on chrome mordant, and is, 
in addition, suitable for direct pri?ting and for melanging 
(Vigoureux printing). 

Three new additions have been made to the Setacyl Direct 
series for dyeing acetate silk. Setacyl Direct Yellow GGN 
supra is the greenest-yellow with all the good fastness pro- 
perties of the older brand. I t  is particularly to be noted that 
this new brand gives a good discharge by the well-known 
Hydrosulphite method of discharging acetate rayon. Setacyl 
Direct Rubine B supra gives a clear bluish-red, with out- 
standing dischargeability, and possesses, in addition, the ex- 
ceptional fastness properties characteristic of this range of 
dyestuffs. Setacyl Direct Green G supra is a bright green of 
very good fastness to light. I t  is chiefly suitable for the 
production of various shades of green for which purpose, in 
order to retain the high degree of fastness to light, shading 
should be carried out with Setacyl Direct Yellow GGN supra 
or Setacrl Direct Blue LS conc. 
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Avalanche Victims in Tyrol 
Mk Kenneth Armstrong and Mr. John 

Howard killed while Ski-ing 

to be dangerous on account of the small sudden avalanches 
that are prevalent in the neighhourhood. The avalanche 
ca~r ied  Mr. Howard's body into a 150-ft. deep canyon, and 

Mr. the position was difficult to reach. The tragedy occurred 
Kenneth near the soot at which Professor Piccard landed after his - ~ ~~~~ - --- 

~ ~ ~ ~ k l ~ ~ d  first balloon ascent into the stratosphere in 1931. 
Alpine experts are of the opinion that the two friends had 

reached the Hochiochsrritz hut on the summit, where they 
obviously took some food. Then they wanted to take the  ski 
route to the Vernagt hut, 8,000 ft. high, and, on  the way, 
Mr. Howard, who had been ahead, 'seems to have been 
caught by an avalanche and buried. Mr. Armstrong, seeing 
this, started for Vent to fetch a rescue expedition, but two 
hours from home he suffered the same fate as his friend. 
The yonnp men had been warned by expert Alpinists in Vent 
before t h s r  climb that great quaitities of loose snow had 
fallen recently and that a storm was raaina in the mountains, 

W E regret to record the tragic death of Mr. Kenneth F 
Armstrong and Mr. John Howard, both aged 25, who 
were killed last week-end in a ski-ing disaster near 

Veut, in  the Austrian Tyrol. Mr. Armstrong was the elder son 
of Dr. E .  F, Armstrong and grandson of Professor H. E. Arm- 
strong, to whom the news of the tragedy came as a terrible 
hlorv. Duly a fortnight ago, in our Annual Review number, 
we had the privilege of publishing a n  article from the pen 
of Mr. Kenneth Armstroog on " New Fields in Organic 
Chemistry." 

Mr. Kenneth Frankland Armstroug went to Oundle School, 
and from there to Magdalen College, where he had a demy- 
ship. H e  obtained his degrees of B.A. and B.Sc. with the 
highest possible honours. Going to America, Mr. Armstrong 
went to Harvard University for a Julia Henry Fellowship, 
and on his return to England won a Harmsworth Scholarship 
a t  Merton College, Oxford, where he engaged in research 
work in chemistry. He wrote several works on chemistry 
and collaborated with his father in two hooks on sugars. 

Mr. John Howard was also at Oundle, and he and Mr. 
Armstrong had been friends from the time they met there. 
Mr. Howard next went to Corpus Christi, Oxford, and, having 
taken a first-class degree in physical chemistry, he sailed for 
America a t  the same time as Mr. Armstrong, but went to 
Princetown with a Commonwealth Fello\vship. Here he 
gained the degree of Doctor of Science. He was a B.Sc. and 
a B.A., with honours, at Oxford. Since his return to this 
country, Mr. Howard had held the position of personal 
assistant to Dr. F. S. Sinnatt,. direcior of the Fuel Research 
Board. 

Dr. E. F. Armstrong, father of Mr. Kenneth Armstrong, 
is a chemical consultant and was for three years ending last 
October chairman of the Association of British Chemical 
Manufacturers. He was president of the Society of the 
Chemical Industry from 1922 to 1924, and chairman of the 
British Association of Chemists in 1926. He is chairman of 
the Soap iV1anufacturersJ Federation and of the Joint 
Industrial Council of the soap trade and a director of the 
South Metropolitan Gas Company. 

Mr. Fred Howard was mayor of Holborn two years ago and 
deputy-mayor last year. He founded the Stadium Club in 
1022 and did much to promote boxing among young men. 

- H e  had a stroke through overwork two years ago and has not 
fully recovered. 

The two young men spent a good part of their holidays 
together. While they were in the United States they drove 
by motor-car from the Atlantic to the Pacific and back. 

Mr. Armstrong and Mr. Howard, who were staying a t  Vent, 
set off on Wednesday morningi January 2, on skis for a new 
rest hut on the Hochjochspitz-an hour and a half's climb. 
When they had not returned by the evening of January 4 
alarm was felt, and on Saturday a rescue party, accompanied 
by a number of gendarmes, set out and discovered the body 
of Mr. Howard. A second rescue party searched in vain for 
the other body. The path taken by the two men was known 

- - 
but they insisted on going. 

Inspector Peif, of the gendarmerie at Vent, and leader of 
the expedition that recovered Mr. Howard's body, said : "We 
found the body already dug out by yesterday's expedition, but 
it took us more than an hour to drag i t  by means of ropes, 
150 feet long, from the bottom of the canyon to the narrow 
footpath. Then only one man at a time could carry the body, 
which had to he tied to the bearer's back." 

On Tuesday afternoon a search party found the body of 
Mr. Armstrong, about 5oa yards from the spot where the body 
of Mr. Howard was found on Sunday. The body was dis- 
covered under the frozen surface of a brook, and the ice had 
to be broken before the body could be recovered. The 
funeral of the two victims took place on Wednesday a t  Vent. 

It is now clear how the two men lost their lives. They 
set out on skis to climb the Hochjochspitz. Mr. Howard, 
who was ahead, was swept by a n  avalanche into a ravine, 
and Mr. Armstrong set out to fetch help. In  descending he 
bloke his skis on some rocks, and when he continued his 
descent without them he was struck by another avalanche and 
was flung on the rocks below, sustaining fatal head injuries. 

Petrol for the Royal Air Force 
A Temporary Defect and Its Sequel 

WHEN Mr. Ernest Brown, Secretary for Mines, opened a 
new extension of plant at the works of Low Temperature Car- 
bonisation, Ltd., a t  Askern, last month, it was stated that 
nine home defence squadrons of the Royal Air Force were 
then flying on petrol produced from Yorkshire coal at Askern 
and the company's Barugh plant, and that at the last Hendon 
air pageant over eighty aeroplanes used it. 

The "Financial News," on Wednesday, published a n  
erroneous message from a correspondent to the effect that the 
Royal Air Force had suspended the use of British synthetic 
petrol for flying purposes, and had reverted to natural petro- 
leum spirit. The message added : " The supply of British 
spirit to be returned, amounting to 100,000 gallons, is to be 
submitted to a special cleansing process in the hope that the 
dificulty may be solved." 

A correction was published on Thursday, when i t  was 
explained that there had been no general suspension of the 
use of spirit produced by the lorv-temperature carbonisation 
process. One consignment of spirit was found to have become 
contaminated through a temporary defect i n  the lubrication 
system on part of the plant, and immediate steps were taken 
to ensure the purity of future supplies of spirit. 

I t  has long been the wish of the British Government to 
make the Royal Air Force, as the first line of defence, inde- 
pendent of foreign fuel supplies, and to this end it has vigor- 
ously supported the use of synthetic petrol produced by the 
low temperature carhonisation process. 
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Death of Sir Alfred Ewing 
Past President of the British Association and 

Ex-Prinoipal of Edinburgh University 

SIR J. ALFRED EwIR'G, formerly principal and vice-chancellor 
of Edinburgh University, died a t  his residence at Cambridge 
on Monday, at the age of 79. Sir Alfred was president of 
the British Association in 1932, and the subject of his presi- 
dential address at the annual meeting a t  York was " An 
Engineer's Outlook," during which he recalled some of the . ~ i ,  
milestones in engineering and scientific progress, and made 
references to the work of such men as Bessemer, Hertz, Glaze- 
brook, Rayleigh, Marconi and Ramsay. He had, in 1924 and Ewing. 
succeeding years, as chairman of the Bridge Stress Committee, 
carried out experiments on bridges on Yorkshire railway 
routes, notably the Goole-Selby line. The object of this work, 
which was done by means of delicate instruments, was to 
discover the reaction of old bridges when locomotives ran on 
them a t  various speeds. He discovered that in most instances 
the hridees of ro vears of aee and older had been built far 
better tKan wacg&erally realised. 

Sir Alfred Ewing was the author of many books, treatises, 
pamphlets and papers, all dealing with various aspects of 
scientific work. Among the more notable are his " Treatise 
on Earthquake Measurement," " The Steam Engine and 
other Heat Engines " (a standard work first published in 1894 
and which appeared in its fourth edition in 1926), '' Strength 
of Metals," and '' Thermodynamics for Engineers." 

He was made a Knight Commander of the Bath in 1911, 
he was a J.P. and a Deputy Lieutenant for the County and 
City of Edinburgh, a n  M.A., and an honorary LL.D. of 
Edinburgh, honorary D.Sc., of Oxford and Durham, an 
F.R.S., and an honorary Fellow of King's College, Cam- 
hridge. 

Before the war, Sir Alfred had taken what he called a 
casual and amateurish interest in ciphers. Soon after the 

outbreak of war he took charge of what hecame mysteriously 
known as " Room 40 " at the Admiralty. His task was to. 
decipher radio messages which a series of small receiving 
stations dotted along the east coast continuously intercepted 
between German battleships and Kiel. The messages, when, 
intercepted, were immediately re-transmitted to Room 40, de- 
ciphered, and sent to other departments of the Admiralty. 
As many as 2,om a day were dealt with by Sir Alfred Ewing 
and his staff, and they were of exceptional value in many 
instances. Perhaps the most spectacular message he decoded 
was the notorious "Zimmerman" message which had been 
intercepted by his stations, and which was one of the direct 
causes of bringing the United States into the war. 

Letter to the Editor 
Heat and Power 

SIR,-Heat and power are essentials to industry. Up to 
the days of the Tudors "power" was represented almost 
entirely by man- or animal-power slid heat depended upon 
the combustion of wood. British commercial prosperity is 
largely dependent upon iron and steel, which in turn cannot 
be made without fuel. A writer who lived between 1551 and 
1623 says of Snssex, then the seat of the iron manufacture 
of this country: " Full  of iron mines it is in sundry places, 
where for the making and founding thereof, there be furnaces 
on evely side, and a huge deal of wood is thereby burnt." 
Following the progress made under the Tudors and early 
Stewarts, the denudation of the forests became a major issue, 
and there were loud complaints that the whole community 
would he unable to procure fuel for domestic purposes if 
this denudation were persisted in. 

An Act was passed in 1558 prohibiting the cutting of timber 
for the making of iron, a similar decree abalished iron 
smithies in Lancashire for the same purpose, and in 1581 a 
further Act set forth the scarcity of timber consequent upon 
the erection of sundry iron mills near London and prohibited 
the erection of such furnaces in certain districts situated 
mainly in Snssex. A further more sweeping Act was passed 
in 1584. These Acts were not rigorously enforced, but in 
Charles 1's reign the wastage of timber became chronic and 
Cromwell finally destroyed many of the iron forges. Finally, 
in 1676, owing to the scarcity of timber many of the iron 
works in Kent, Sussex, Surrey and the north of England were 
closed and England's supply of iron had to be imported from 
I' Sweadland, Flanders and Spain." Such was the effect of 
the shortage of fuel that by the year 1740 the total production 
of pig-iron in England and Wales was but 17,350 tons. I t  
was not until the middle of the eighteenth century when coke 

canie into use as fuel that the English iron trade really 
began, and by 1913 the output of pig-iron was some 10 million 
tons. 

I t  was but zoo years ago that we began to use coal sup- 
plies; there is ground for thinking that at the present rate 
they will not last for more than another 500 years ; long before 
that we are likely to be passing Acts of Parliament for the 
regulation of the use of our dwindling supplies of fuel. Con- 
siderable interest was aroused by the fact that the American 
Assoc~ation for the Advancement of Science, on December 27,. 
inspected Dr. C. G. Abbot's solar heat collector. This device, 
which has been used in California for the generation of steam 
for power, and for cooking, collects the solar radiation by 
means of a number of small mirrors fixed at right angies t e  
the earth's axis, and mounted on a frame which turns suitably 
to catch the sunshine. The heat is reflected on to tubes filled 
with oil and protected from radiation and coiivection losses 
by double vacuum jackets. The heated oil flows into a reser- 
voir in which the ovens for cooking, or the boiler tubes are 
immersed. Interesting as the device is in certain climes,. 
similar things have been tried before, hut have proved more 
costly than coal. Could Dr. Abbot operate a steam boiler 
by any solar heat device in England? The fact that this. 
aevice is inapplicable in most countries does not obscure the 
undoubted need for thought upon methods of obtaining heat 
and power without the use of terrestrial fuels, a t  a cost of 
something less than coal. Even to-day such a device would 
have an undoubted value. If and when the chemist manu- 
facture., everything we eat, drink, wear and use, large sup- 
plies of carbon will be necessary; our coal-fields should be 
deemed to be the raw materiil for the chemical industry.- 
Yours faithfully, CHEMICAL CUNSULTANT. 
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Notes and Reports from the Societies 
Institute of Metals 

Annual Meeting 

THE Institute of Metals is to hold its annual general meeting 
in London on Wednesday and Tiursday, March 6 and 7. 
There will be two morning sessions, as well as an afternoon 
session on March 6, a t  all of which papers of metallurgical 
interest will be presented for discussion. In the evening of 
March 6 the annual dinner and dance will be held a t  the 
Trocadero, and in the afternoon of March 7 there will be a 
visit to the Battersea Power Station. 

An additional gathering will take place in the evening of 
Tuesday, March 5, when a joint meeting will be held with 
a number of technical institutions to enable members to parti- 
cipate in a discussion of " Problems of Cold Pressu,ork." 
The discussion will be opened by a paper by Dr. H. J. Gongh, 
F.R.S., superintendent of the Engineering Department of the 
National Physical Laboratory, and in the following paper, by 
Dr. C. H. Desch, F.R.S.,superintendent of the Metallurgy 
Department of the National Physical Laboratory, there will 
be summarised the existing information regarding cold press- 
ing from the metallurgist's point of view. 

Educational Tour to Germany 
Following the success of last year's educational tour to 

Belgium the Council of the Institute of Metals has now com- 
pleted plans for an  educational tour to Germany for junior 
members of the Institute, college students and members of 
staffs of educational and research institutions. The tour will 
begin on Saturday, April 6, the party being due back in 
London on Monday, April IS. During the visit, which will 
be to the Rhineland of Germany, several important works of 
metallurgical interest-ferrous and non-ferrous-will be 
inspected. Opportunities will also be>afforded to meet German 
students as well as to see something of the beauties of the 
Rhine. The cost of the tour is expected to be approximately 
LIZ. 

Annual May Lecture 

Professor W. L. Bragg, F.R.S., is to deliver the 25th 
annual May Lecture of the Institute of Metals on Wednesday, 
May 8. He has chosen as his subject " The Atomic Arrange- 
ment of Metals and Alloys." I t  is interesting to recall that 
Professor Rragg's father, Sir William Bragg, F.R.S., 
delivered the 6th May Lecture in 1916, on the subject of 
" X-Rays and Crystal Structure, with Special Reference to 
Certain Metals." 

The Institute's 27th annual .4utumn Meeting will be held 
in Newcastle-on-Tyne from Monday, September g, until 
Thursday, September 12. This will be the first occasion 
on wbich the Institute has re-visited Newcastle since its first 
meeting there in I ~ I I .  The members will receive a welcome 
from the Lord Mayor; sessions for the reading and discussion 
of papers will be held and visits to works will be made. 

as it results in great covering power. The eddy mill process 
is an exceptionally ingenious method of severely deforming 
small particles out of contact with any wearing parts xvhicli 
might cause contamination. The particles are caught up in 
two opposing eddies in the interior of the mill, and hurled 
against one another-coming together in the free central 
space away from the walls or the impellers. The forerunner 
of the stamp mill process for paint powders was the Bessemer 
process, wbich has some historical intere:it since it laid the 
foundations of Bessemer's fortunes and enabled him to afford 
those experiments which led to the Bessemer converter and 
the era of cheap steel. In his process, irregular particles 
produced by machining were flattened by passing them be- 
tween rolls. 

A second method of subdividing a metal is by fracture 
on a cleavage plane, and is utilised in making bismuth and 
antimony powders. A third method is by intercrystalline 
fracture. This involves the preliminary production of a fine- 
grained metal having intercrystalline brittleness. Two 
methods are available for this purpose. I t  can be effected by 
electrodeposition-a ~uetbod used for making powdered iron 
for tnagnelic cores--ur (in nickel-iron alloys) by hot-rolling 
a material which, when cold, has brittle grain boundaries 
owing to the presence of impurities. 1.iquid metals can be 
used to make powders by atomising in a steam or air blast 
or, in the case of aluminium, merely by stirring during solidi- 
fication so as to entrap oxide. Metal vapours, such as zinc, 
can be condensed as powder under suitable conditions. 

Processes which employ compounds of the metals can reduce 
these to powder by the action of hydrogen at high tempera- 
tures, by precipitation from solution, by electrodeposition, 
or by deconlposition of a gaseous compound. An example 
of the last process is the production of small, spherical, 
beautifully regular particles of iron, nickel, and nickel-iron 
alloys by the thermal decomposition of the corresponding 
carbonyls. Powders made in Germany by this method are 
finding a wide application for such purposes as magnetic 
cores. Considerable attention is also being given to the possi- 
bilities of employing these powdered metals for making solid 
ingots, bi-metals, a ~ i d  moulded palts by a process of pressing 
and sintering. 

Society of Chemical Industry 
Manchester Section : The Chemical Engineer's 

Training for Industry 
IN a paper on '' The Chemical Engineer and his Training 
for Industry " read before a meeting of the Manchester 
Section of the Society of Chemical Industry on January 4, 
Dr. A. J. V. Underwood urged that the whole question of 
practical training for the engineer required much more 
attention than it has received hitherto. The practical train- 
ing of the chemical engineer, he said, was iust as important 
as-his academic training. Whereas the latier was London Section : Manufacture and Uses Of carried out systematically, the former was too frequently of 

Metals a haphazard nature. Practical training generally depended 

THE manufacture and of powdered metals lvere dealt ,,.ith 0" the particular job a graduate managed to secure on leaving 

by Mr. J. C. Chaston, B.Sc., A.R.S.M., in a paper read before 
and there was a we'come tendency On the part Of some 

the London Section of the Institute of Metals, on January lo, , large firms to give a 'ystematic practical training to 
A large number of are available for producing pow- engaged staff' the was to combine the 
dered metals a variety of shapes and sizes from numerous 

academic training mith practical training under industrial con- 

metals, These methods can be classified on the basis of the ditions as was done at some American colleges, but it would 

nature and state of the taken as a startine Doint 
probably be more difficult to introduce such a system in this 

L.... 

-whether this is a metal or compound, and whethe; iither 
is in the solid, liquid, or gaseous state. 

The methods available for making powder from the solid 
metal are interesting. I n  the first place, the metal may be 
subdivided by transcrystalline f rac tu~e ;  this can be effected 
by a tearing action-as in the manufacture of magnesium 
powder by the action of milling cutters on the solid metal- 
or by the action of repeated working, as in the stamp mill 
7rocess for making bronze and aluminium powders and the 
German eddy mill process. The stamp mill process produces 
a thin, leaf like product, in which the particles may have a 
width as much as zoo times the thickness. This shape is 
particularly desirable for the purpose of paint manufacture, 

cuunuy.  
4 s  a preparation for specific instruction in chemical 

engineering, a sound foundation of chemistry, mathematics, 
bhysics and general engineering should be provided. I t  
was doubtful whether this could be covered in a three years' 
course, and probably four years was the minimum. The 
course should be organised as a part of the faculty of 
engineering and not the faculty of chemistry. The chemical 
engineer was mainly concerned with physical operations or the 
physical effects of chemical reactions. The nature of the 
reaction being given and its thermal effect being known, the 
main problems for the chemical engineer, in carrying out 
the reaction indostrially. were physical olies,*such as heat 
transfer, mixing, transportation of fluids or solids. The 
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operations by which the product was finally obtained in the 
desired form, such as crystallisation, filtration, distillation, 
drying, grinding, etc., were again physical ones. In this 
example, the choice of materials of construction was the only 
question where purely chemical considerations played an 
important part. Indicating, recording or regulating appara- 
tus used in the control of the process were again physical 
lather than chemical. 

Laboratory work was also a vital part of the chemical 
engineering training. Its object was not to carry out chemi- 
cal reactions on a somewhat larger scale than was practicable 
in a chemical laboratory, but to illustrate the basic principles 
of the unit operations of chemical engineering and their 
quantitative application to plant design. Electrical engineer- 
ing and metallurgy were necessary subjects in a chemical 
engineering course. The student should also have some 
t~a in ing  in the use of sources of information, such as technical 
journals, patent literature, abstract literature, trade cata- 
logues, etc., and as chemical processes were carried out 
industrially for economic reasons, economic considerations 
must be clearly brought out. 

Birmingham Section : Water Wash Towers in 
Sulphuric Acid Manufacture 

I s  a paper to be read before the Birmingham and Midland 
Section of the Society of Chemical Industry on January 21, 

Mr. N. J .  Price and Mr. A. Dooley will jointly describe a 
water wash tower which has been used since 1931 by Chance 
and Hunt, Ltd. (a  subsidiary of Imperial Chemical In- 
dustries), in the absorption system of a large chamber 
sulphuric acid plant. The method has been effective in re- 
ducing the average total acidity of the plant exit gases from 
1.1 grains per cubic foot (expressed in sulphur trioxide) to 
less than 0.30 grain. It will be sho15.n that a suitably con- 
structed water wash tower after the first Gay Lussac, in 
addition to reducine the escaue of acid eases from a chamber 

about 20 carbon atoms, is sprayed into an apparatus at about 
700°, together with a mixture of hydrogen and carbon 
monoxide. The ideal result would be to obtain the whole of 
the hydrocarbon as a mixture of ethane and ethylene. The 
next best result is to obtain as much ethane and ethylene as 
possible, and the rest of the carbon in the oil as methane. 
What is to be avoided is to produce either carbon or tar, 
and, of course, uncracked or incompletelv cracked oil. Tem- 
perature, time of heating, usually referred to as time of 
contact with the brickw rh in the apparatus, though actual 
contact has probably littfe influence, hydrogen concentration, 
and possibly the concentration of the other gases present effect 
the process. High hydrogen concentratlon will tend to 
increase conversion to methane and retard the formation of 
tar (condensate). 

. In the plimary stages of the hydrogenation of coal we are 
probably dealing with the treatment of aromatic compounds, 
but in the later stages chain compounds are involved, and 
processes such as Professor Travers indicated may operate. 

Chemical Society 
Forthcoming Papers 

AX ordinary scientific meeting of the Chemical Society !rill 
be held on Thursday, January 17, at  8 p.m., when the follow- 
ing papers will be read: '' Nuclei formation of crystals of 
copper snlphate pentahydrate " (N. F. H. Bright and W. E. 
Garner). " The thermal reaction between chlorine and 
gaseous formaldehyde. Part I " (R. Spence and W. Wild). 
" The decomposition of ozone photosensitised by chlorine " 
(R. G. W. Norrish and G. H. J. Ne~il le) .  " Free radicals 
and atoms in primary photo-chemical processes : the photo- 
dissociation of aljphatic ketones and aldehydes " (T. G. 
Pearson). 

process sulphuric -acid pla6t, increases the efficiency of 
recovery of both nitre and sulphur dioxide, and largely 
rertucel: the amount of fumes escaping into the atmosphere. Britain's Jubilee Fair - 

Stands would Stretch from Buckingham Palace 
Chemical Engineering Group to Windsor Castle 

Meeting with Road and ~ ~ ~ l d ~ ~ ~  ~~~~~~~l~ LOSDON is sending most of the 1,550 exhibitors to Olympia 
and the White City for the British Industries Fair which Group opens on February 18. The London total is 7j6, accord in^ 

A JOINT meeting of the Chemical Engineering Group and the 
Road and Building Materials Group will be held in the 
Kooms of the Chemical Society, Burlington House, London, 
on Wednesday, January 16, at  8 p.m., when Dr. E. Neumann 
will read a paper on " Some Properties of Fillers Intended 
for Bituminous Road Construction." Dr. Neumann, who is 
a n  authoritv on this subject, will give an account of recent 
investigations carried out in Germany and particularly of the 
work done i n  the laboratories under his personal direction at  
Stuttgart. The chair will he taken by Professor R. G. H. 
Clemrnts. 

to the advance overseas edition of the catalogue,-ten thousana 
copies of which mere posted on Wednesdav to prospective 
overseas buyers by the Department of Overseas Trade. 
Birmingham is next with I r j ,  and Staffordshire third with 5s. 
After them come Scotland (47); Torksbire, apart from 
Shefield (46); Lancashire, apart from Manchester (41); Man- 
chester (35); Middlesex (29); Shefield (25); the furniture 
makers of High Wycombe (24); Nottingham (20); Surrey ( IS) ;  
and Walsall (8). 

Thirty of the IJSO exhibitors have had stands at  every 
Fair in London since the first was held in lgrj  at  the Agricul- 
tural Hall. In  London a!one, the Fair of the Kine's Tubilee - year will be six times as big i s  that war-time test-of ~ r i t i s h  
enterprise. The stands mould line the whole of the way from 

Institute of Fuel Buckingham Palace to Windsor Castle; and, apart from 
London, the engineering and hardware section which is being 

The Pyrolysis of Hydrocarbons held at Castle Bromnich, Birmin~ham, from May 20 to May 

THE pyrolysis of hydrocarbons considered from the stand- 
point of classical organic chemistry, chemical thermodynamics 
and chemical kinetics was the subject of a paper which Pro- 
fessor Morris W. Travers, F.R.S., read before the Institute 
of Fuel, in London, on November 28, 1934 

In the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons three main processes 
operate. The first of these involves hydrogenation and de- 
hydrogenation, of which an illustration is the reversible 
reaction involvine ethane. ethylene and hydrogen. The 
second involves tKe breaking of'carbon chains, wkich is the 
basis of all cracking operations. In the third, compounds 
containing few carbon atoms combine together; or internal 
changes take place, generallv involving the formation of ring 
compounds from chain coml;ounds. 

The results of the investigations to which Professor Travers 
referred are probably more directly applicable to the pro- 
cesses of gas manufacture, and particularly to the carburet- 
ting of water gas. In the latter case an oil fraction boiling 
between 1200 and 4m0, and containing hydrocarbons up to 

31, is so popular that last year'<area of 345,0& sq. ft. ha5 
had to be increased by 1 2 0 , ~  sq. ft. Most of the foreign 
buyers will be from Holland, with Belgians second, and 
Germans, Danes, Frenchmen and Suriss next in order. The 
I ~ i s h  Free State leads among the countries within the Empire 
who are sending buyers, followed by Canada, India and South 
Africa. The growth of the Fair may be gauged from the 
fact that the advance catalogue, issued in nine languages, 
runs to 684 pages, or about 1 5 2 , ~  words. 

THE Japanese coal-tar industry has developed rapidly during 
the past few years, as a result of the heavy demand for 
domestic dyestuffs and the efforts of the Government to en- 
courage an industry which rvould make Japan independent 
of other nations in this respect. At the end of 1932, 440 
different coal-tar products were being manufactured in Japan 
in $3 factories, the value of the output of,the industry being 
30,613,290 yen. 
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Continental Chemical Notes 
Czecho-Slovakia 

THE KoH-I-NOOR PESCII. 51ANUFACTCRING CONCERN (L. and 
C Hardtmuth) is reported to have embarked on the produc- 
tion of cosmetics. 

Sweden . 

ODOURLESS WHALS OIL has been produced by a Swedish 
chemist and a consortium may he formed with a view to 
its exploitation (" Chemische Indnstrie "). 

Poland 
ACTIVATED CARBON MANUFACTURE is to be commenced by the 

Sylbiryt Co., of Lemberg, a t  a factory in Komorowice, near 
Biala. 

WITH A CAPITAL OF 10,000 ZLOTY, a zinc white manufacturing 
concern has' been registered in Warsaw under the name of 
" Warszawska Fabryka Bieli Cynkowez " Polak and Co. 

Austria 
A GERMAN ~ E M I S T  CLAIMS to have discovered a method for 

producing synthetic asbestos using cheap quartz sand as raw 
material. The process has not yet reached the industrial 
stage ("Kunststoffe," December, 1934). 

Turkey 
PLANT FOR DISTILLING ROSE OIL is under construction a t  

Isparta. The Turkish rose harvest has increased from 
390,000 kg. in 1932 to 450,c-x kg. in 1933. 

Russia 
THE GORLOWKA NITROGEN FACTORY has been operating with 

a newly-discovered catalyst which produces considerably 
higher ammonia yields, according to a report in '' S a  
Industrialisazyu." 

THE RUBRER SECRETING PLANT, kau-sagis, is now being grown 
on an increasing scale on the collective farms of Southern 
Kasakstan and a total area of zoo hectares will be under 
cultivation in 1935. 

Germany 
THE WOOD SUGAR MANUFACTURING CONCERN, Dentsche Bergin 

A,-G., of Heidelberg, has enlarged its plant for producing 
crystalline dextrose which was started up at the beginning 
of 1934. The dextrose complies with the most stringent 
requirements of the German Pharmacopoea. Both the crude 
wood sugar and the by-products accumulated in the prepara- 
tion of pure dextrose are being utilised in various directions, 
including cattle feed, baking yeast and industrial spirit. 

Sudden Death in Plating Works 
Questions on the Effects of Trichlorethylene 

A VERDICT of death from natural causes was returned by n Dr. Bridge told the Coroner they were acute cases, and Mr.. 
iurv at an inquest a t  Birmineham last week on Albert Edward Crawshalv remarked that he should have been advised of 
Loath (32), H cycle accessories plater, employed by J. A. them. 
Phillips and Co., Ltd., Smethwick, who died on December 8. Dr. Bridge said the information was published in the Chief 
Dr. W. H. Davidson, the Coroner, told the jury that Loach Inspector's annual report. 
was employed on a special type of machine for removing Henry Shaw, an industrial chemist, of Imperial Chemical 
grease from plated articles. There was a tank of trichlore- Industries, Ltd., said trichlorethylene was a narcotic, similar 
thylene, which had not been in use sufficiently long to enable to chloroform, and was a combination of chlorine and 
experts to know all about the possibilities that m i ~ h t  arise ethylene. I t  had been used for thirty years: for denreasinn. 
from its use. 

Wilfred Field, works manager, said the work was de- 
greasing cycle handlebars and the machine had been in use 
since 1932. He said that 2) gal. of the liquid was placed in 
a 6 ft. galvanised iron tank. I t  was turned into a heavier- 
than-air vapour which condetised on the handlebars placed 
inside and cleansed them of all grease. Men on night duty 
were allowed to smoke. Witness was shown a long list of 
precautions issued by Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd. He 
said he had never seen them, though he had seen some regula- 
tions. Not until after Loach's death did he know of a warn- 
ing in a booklet handed by the Coroner to the jury: '' Do 
not smoke when working the degreaser or where there is a 
smell of trichlorethvlene." H e  had since been- told that if 
the vapour were in6aled through a cigarette, thus increasing 
its temperature, it would he inclined to turn into phosgene. 
Loach had been given no warning that he was following a 
dangerous occupation. The degreasing plants were in 
general use, and until now witness had known of no danger. 
He knew, however, that if inhaled in quantity the vapour had 
a narcotic effect. 

Bertram Philip Crawshaw, consultant chemist, the designer 
of the machine concerned, said that the heavy vapour dis- 
solved grease as tea dissolved sugar. Neither he nor 
Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., had regarded the liquid 
as dangerous. I t  was of the same type as ether, an asphyxia- 
ting chemical, but not toxic. This was the first death in 
England. There had been four in Germany, he believed, 
but not in using a degreasing plant. He had heard of smoking 
creating hydrochloric acid, but he had not heard of phosgene 
being created. He contended that it was perfectly safe to use 
the liquid. There were I,W plants in this country. 

I n  reply to Dr. J. C. Bridge (Senior Medical Inspector of 
Factories at the Home Office), Mr. Crawshaw said he would 
be surprised to hear that there had been four or five deaths 
in England through using trichlorethylene. 

far.about ten years. There was not6iLg to  ;how that a m& 
could be poisoned by taking small doses. I t  could have an. 
acute effect if taken in volume. Two years ago, Imperial 
Chemical Industries, Ltd., following tests, warned plant ' 
owners not to permit smoking. If air containing 0.1 per cent. 
of trichlorethylene vapour were drawn through a cigarette, 
the temperature of the lighted end being 600° C., the air  
inhaled would contain three parts of phosgene in one million 
parts of air. 

Asked what was a fatal dose of phosgene, Mr. Shaw said' 
he thought it was twenty-five parts in one million. Rats 
subjected to the vapour over a period of six months had' 
shown no signs of poisoning. They had, in fact, put on 
weight. 

Dr. Whitelaw, pathologist, said that a t  the post-mortem, 
examination he could find no natural cause of death. Pro- 
fessor Haswell Wilson, of the University, said there was no 
evidence of any gaseous poison, but there was paralysis of 
the respiratory centre. Death was due to paralysis of the 
respiratory centre due to some poisonous substance. He- 
could find no evidence that death was due to natural causes. 
He could exclude trichlorethylene poisoning by inhalation, 
and there was no evidence of acute or chronic phosgene- 
poisoning. 

The Coroner, addressing the jury, said some people were- 
attracted by trichlorethylene and liked it, and they (the jury), 
must decide how Loach died, considering, among other things, 
the question of suicide. Even pathologists had their limita- 
tions in a case like this. They did not know what were the. 
effects of trichlorethylene. 

The inry returned a verdict of "Death from natural 
causes." 

The Coroner: I will record that on the depositions. I 
hope the evidence will be of considerable value to the persons . 
interested in the effects of trichlorethylene and that the day. 
will not have been spent in vain, apart from the verdict. 
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Inventions in the Chemical Industry 
Patent Speoificatione and Applioations 

THE following information is prepared from the Official Patents Journal. Printed copies of Specifications accepted may he obtained 
from the Patent Office 25 Southampton Buildings London, W.C.2, a t  Is. each. The numbers given under "Applications for 

patents)" are for reference in  all cdrrespondence up to the acceptance of the Complete Specification. 

Complete Specifications Open to Public Inspection 
ItE-DI:sIS(i COPPEIC SULPHAPE after use in the dehydration of 

oryanic n~aterials.-11. A. M. Toledo. June  30, 1933. 828134. 
SOLVENT RECOVERY.-Carbo-NoritUnion Verwaltungs-Ges. June  

28, 1933. 34501/34. 
AM>IONlUM SuLPHATE manufact11re.-Naanlloozr Vennootschap 

dc Bataafscl~e ~et ro leu;  Maatschappij. June  24, 1933. 17279134. 
CHLORAL AND BROMAL DEIIIVATIVES, prod~1ct ion .4 .  Gailthaug. 

Jitnc %J, 1933. li4flfi/34. 
l l e a o r l ~ a  AcInIc COMPONENTS.-Kaamlooze Vennootschap de 

Ilntaalschc Petroleom Yaatschappij. .luse 28, 1933. 17537134. 
~'l'IlIFYING NIPHTHALINE and products of the pToCeSS, process- 

Soe. lndustrielle des Carburants e t  Solvants. J u n e  24, 1933. 
181311/34. 

4-LlTROI(0-DIPHENTLAMINE DERIVATIVES, mal l l l f~~t l l~e . - I .  G. 
l'url~enindustric. J u n e  24, 1933. 18716/34. 

Sol.1~1 TLTIIAzO-SALT, manufacture.-I. G. Farbenindustrie. June  
24, 1933. 18717/34. 

:\l.liALI METAL ADDITION PRODUCTS of arolrlatic hydrocarbons, . manulacture.-E. I. ~ I I  Pont  de Nemours and Co. J u n e  29, 1933. 
18H8G1 34. 

GLKLED CERAMIC PRODllCTS of low coefficient of expansion, pro- 
doction.-Porzellanlnbrik Kahla. J u n e  26, 1933. 16692134. 

Vlscous SOLUTIONS OF SALTS of ann'sthetic s~~bst,ances wit11 
I~ydroxy-carboxylic acids, manufacture.-I. G. I'nrbrnindustrie. 
June  28. 1933. 18991/34. 

GUAIACOL COMPOUNDS, ~ n e t l ~ o d  of producing.-Spgaln Fabrik 
fur Che~niscl~-syntl~eliscl~e und Galenische Arz~~eirn i t t r l  G E ~ .  J u n r  
28, 1933. 19019/34. 

PHOSPHOIIIO ACID-CONT.4lNIKG FERTILISERR, m~n11factllre.-Aktie- 
bolaget Kemiska Patenter. J l ~ n e  29, 1939. 19040134. 

hlono-oXYr~ltnsExE. ~nanufnctur~. -Sn~.  01 ('tlemical Industr!. 
in Hnsle. .Tune 30, 1933. 19107/34. 

AZII DYESTIIFPI(. I I I ~ I ~ I I ~ ~ c ~ u P P . - D ~ I I ~ s ~ I ~ ~  Hydrierwerke 8.-G. 
June  26, 1933. 19142/34. 

Specifications Accepted with Dates of Application 
SYNTHETIC ILESIXOUS COMI'OSITIONS, n l a ~ ~ ~ ~ f a c L ~ ~ r e . - E .  I. du POllt 

de Semours and Co. March 21, 1932. 421,542. 
ArIsEs  A N D  AMIDES, ~nannfact~i re  and product ion .4 .  Y. John- 

so11 (I. G. I h r b e ~ ~ i ~ ~ i l u s t r i o l .  Aoril 26. 1933. 421.718. 
PI~MESTS,  manufacture.--Krds Piirnent and 'Color Corpora- 

tion. .\larch 24. 1932. 421.535. 
~ . - --- .- - 

L'HARYACECTIC'ALI.P.~AI~~ABI.I~ RUBSTANCES, r n a n ~ f a c t ~ r e  and pro- 
ductinn.-J. T. J o h n ~ o n  (1. G. Farbenindostrie). Nay 20, 1933. 
421,:lliB. 

~ I I I ~ R O G B N  SULPHlnE from liquids, removal.-Gas Light an11 
Coke Co., 11. Hollinga and W. K. Hutchison. J u n e  21, 1933. 
421.643. 

8lJBSTlTl:TES YO11 COMMON SALT, pr0il~cIiun.-S. Michael. June  
22. 1938. 421.5Td. -- , ~~ .. 

SOLID CAHBONACEOUS MATERIAI. mixed with oil, distillation.- 
R .  \V. Erockl~bank and W. R .  Mitford. June  22, 1933. 421,550 

ANTHI:AQUINONE ACRIDONE DEIIIVATI\'RS, n~anufacture.-I. G. 
Farheninrlustrir. J o n r  25. 1932. 421.591. 

U r t : s ~ [  s r s  OF THE TIIIA~YLMETHANE SEI:I'S, ~nanufacture.-I. G. 
Farbe~~inclustrie.  June  25, 1932. 421,592. 

STARCH-DISINTEORATION PIIODUCTS capable of forming films, 
manufartur~.-W. J. Tennant. June  23, 1993. 421,593. 

h a w  DsRIVATlVEs OF AMMONIA, lllallllfact~~re and production. 
J .  T. Johnson (I.  G. Farbenindustrie). June  24. 1933. 421,596. 

ESPLOSIFE CO~II~OSITIONS 01' the c l ~ a r a c t e ~ ~  of gelatin dynamites. 
manufacture.-I?. I. du Pont dc St,~nours and Co. June  24, 1932. 
4LI.5!18. 

CEI.I.ULOSR ESTEIIS, mannfact~~re.-R. I .  dn  Font de N~IIUIIITS and 
Co. J u n r  24, 1932. 421,59fi. 

TEXTILE DYEINI: AND PRlNTlLG.-Illlperial Chrlnical Industries, 
Lid., and A. \Vormald. J u n r  26, 1933. 421,606. 

Azo-DYEST~W'S 1hsoI.uBLe I N  WATFR, manufacture.-I. G. Far-  
benindustrie. June  25, 1932. 421,610. 

4 : ~ - D I I ~ Y D R O X Y - ~  : 2 : 5 : 0-DIBEN~OPHENAZINES and azo-dyestuffs 
therefrom, manufacture.-I. G. Farbenindostrie. J u n e  25, 1932. 
491 R11 . - . , .. . . . 

ARTIFlrIAb ).ILAnlBsTs, yarns, and the l ikq  containing organic 
derivatives of celloloar, manufactore and Ireatn~ent.-A. Dreyfos. 
June 27, 1933. 421,613. 

WATBHI'ROOF A 3 U  OILPROOF MATEIIIIL. 111anllfa~tllre.-n. I. dl1 
Pnnt  de Xemnurs and Co. J u n e  28. 1932. 421,649. 

CATALYTIC PURIFICATION or polyn~erisation of cracked hydrocar- 
hnn vapour~.-Hnudry Process Corporatinn. Jnly 11, 1932. 
421,650. 

COMPOUNDS OF THE BENZANTHRONE SERIES, m~n11fn~tll~e.-E. I. 
du Pont de Nemnura and Cn. July  2, 1932. 421.732. 

DISTILL~TION OF FATIP A C ~ D S  and the products resulting there- 
from, met,l~ods of and apparatus lor.-PJew Process F a t  Refining 
Corporacion. April 1, 1933. 421,733. 

RHODAMINE DYES and their application manufacture.-Imperial 
Che~nical Industries, Ltd., and bl. \Vyler.' J u n e  30, 1933. 421,737. 

I)IS.\ZO DSESTUFFS and intermediates, manufactore.-I. G .  Far. 
Ijenindustrie. June  30, 1932. 421,739. 

MATERIALS CONTAINING FATTY SUBSTANCES soluble in strong alka- 
line baths, mmufacture.-Deutache Hydrierwerke I\.-G. Sept. 
27 1932. 421 625. 

~IACETYL,  danufactnre and production.--J. Y. Johnson (I. C). 
Farbenindustrie). Oct. 5, 1933. 421,676. 

Sol.10 CARBON DIOXIDE, method of preparing.-A. H .  Stevens 
(Carbonic Development Corporation). Oct. 6, 1933. 421,754. 

GERMINAL GLAND HORMONS UBRIVATIVES, process for the manu- 
facturr.-ScherinpKahlbau~n A,-G. Oct. 27, 1932. 421,681. 

SOLID FORMALDEHYDE, prod11ction.-Deut~che Gold-und Silber- 
Scheidennstalt Vorm. Roessler. Nov. 29, 1932. 421,691. 

GLAUCONITE. tr~atment.-United Water Softeners, Ltd. J u n e  
19, 1939. 421 762. 

FOLLICLE ARMONE, method of isolating.-Scherinp-Rahlbaum 
A,-G. Jan .  31, 1933. 421,630. 

WATER-SOLUBLE A~THRAQDIZONE DYESTUFFS, mannfacture.- 
Chemical Works, formerly Sanrloz. Feb. 8, 1933. 421,632. 

NUCLEAR SUBSTITUTED AIIOMATIC AMINES, catalytic process for the 
manufacture.-I. 0. Farbenindustrie. July 29, 1933. 421,791. 

Applications for Patents 
(December 87 to 31 inclusive.) 

PRECIPITATES OF TIN, melting, etc.-E. A. Ashcroft. 37342. 
METALLIC TIN from stannous chloride solutions, product io~~,  etc. 

E. A. Ashcroft. 37343. 
IMPURITIES FROM ORES, eli111ination.-E. A. Asberoft. 37344. 
HALOGEN DERIVATIVES OF UNSATURATED STEROLS, m~nllfa~t11re.- 

A. G. llloxam (Soc. of Chemical Industry in  Basle). 37275. 
Dl-AIIYLDIETHANES, ETC., manufacture.-W. Blythe and Co., Ltd., 

W .  El. Uentley and B. Catlow. 37235. 
JIG DYEINO, ETC., FABRIC-TREATINO ~ ~ o ~ ~ s s E S . - B r i t i s h  Celane~e, 

Ltd. (United States, Oct. 4.) 37333. 
DISTII.LABLE CARBONACEOUS MATERIAL, treatn~ent.-C. Cockram, 

Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., and R. Holroyd. (Jan. 5.) 
Rifl32 -. 

LOW.TEMPERATUIIE CARBONISATION OF COAL, ETC.-s. ConSitt, J. 
Smith and '. E. Cou,ell. 37381. 

REACTANTS DURING HYDRATION OF PROPYLENE, separation.-Dis- 
tillers Co. Ltd. \V. P .  J o s l ~ u a  and H. M. Stanley. 37173. 

~Yasrul(Fs. n~;nufacture.-~urand and Huauenin A.-G. IGer- 
many, Uec. Z, '33). 37073. 

AIIOMATIC NITROGEN COYPOONDS, manufact~I'e.-w. \V. Groves 
(I. G. Farbenindustrie). 37150. 

BICHI~OMATED FHOTOGRAI'HIC MATERIAL, manufactIlre.-w. W. 
Groves (I.  G. Farbenindustrie). 37360. 

CARBONISATION OF WOOD.-P. Gnillaume. 37327. 
TJIEATMENT OF SOLllTIOXS OF CHLORINATED RUllB&~.-Imperi8~ 

C h ~ m i c a l  Industries. Ltd.. J. G. Moore. J. P .  Baxter and T. N. 
Montgomery. 37103: 

I>Yhl~c.-Imperial Chemical Indust.ries, Ltd. 37104. 
TRIARYLMETHANE DY~:~TUFP~.-Imperial Chemical Industries, 

Ltd. F. W. Linch and H. 1%. Stocks. 37175. 
~ d r r r l r v r ~ o  ZINC M E T A L . - I ~ ~ ~ ! ~ P ~  Yetallorgy, Lid. (United 

States, Dee. 28, '33.) 31731. 
~IIIIIFYING ZINC M~TA1~.-1nll>l'll\'~d ~eta l l l l rgy .  Ltd. ( U n i t ~ d  

States, Dec. 28, '33.) 37132. ' 
Sllb~HluE ORES, preparing, rlc.-H. W. K. Jennings (Verein 

fiir C l ~ e ~ n i s c l ~ e  und Mrtallurgische Produktion). 37184. 
AQIJEOUS LIQUIDS FROM PHENOLS, etc., p111~ification.-J. Y. John- 

son (I. G .  Farbenindustrie). 37064. 
HALOGEN-AMINO-1-9-ANTARAPYRIMIDlNES, manufacture. 4. Y. 

Johnson (I.  G. Farbenindustrie). 37065. 
Ado IIYESTUFFS, n ~ a n l ~ f a c t ~ ~ r e . J .  T. Jnl~nson ( I .  G. Farbenin- 

dustrie). 37346. 
Sl~TEnIrrG FILE ORES.-F. Krupp, A,-G. (Germany, J a n .  9.) 

97141. 
PmHaLIc ANHYDRIDE ~ ~ c 0 ~ ~ ~ Y . - N a t i o n a ~  Aniline and Chemical 

Co.. Inc. (United ,States, Dee. 29, '33.) 37416. 
CATaLunrs, productinn.-TI. R. Potts (Internati?nal FIydrogena- 

tion Patents Co., Ltd.). 37033. 
CAXBON BLACK, granules.-H. R. Potts (United Carbon Co.). 

(May 2.) 37124. - 
METHACRYLONITRILE, pnlgmeri8ation.-Triples Safety Glass Ca.. 

Ltd. L. V. D. Scorah and J. Wilson. (1)ec. 7.) 37279. 
RI&OVING RESIDUAL CASES from highly-evamnted vessels.-D. A. 

Wright. 37216. 
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Weekly Prices of British Chemical Products 
Review of Current Market Conditions 

COXIJITIONS generally have remained steady with no appreciable 
price changes for general heavy chemicals, perfumery chemicals. 
essential oils and intermediates. In the rubber cliemicals section 
there have been slight increases in the prices of antimony snlphide 
(golden a11d crimson) and carbon black. Mineral rnbber (Rupron) 
lms decreased from £13 10s. to £12 10s. per ton. There have 
been price reductions in a number of wood distillation products 
and the price range for unrefined wood creosote has been extended 
from (id.-9d. per 081. to 3d.-1s. 6d. per gal. Carbolic acid cry- 
stals Ilave fallen cy halfpenny per pound, and in the pharmaceu- 
tical aild pliotograPllic section pyrogallic acid, cryst., has fallen 
from 7s. 6d. to (is. 3d. per Ib. Unless otherwise stated the prices 
quoted below cover fair quantities net and naked at sellers' works. 

LONDON.-Chemical markets dave received a fair average of 
inquirr and there are signs that business is once more getting into 
swing after the holidays and stock-taking period. Prices continue 
firm and there are no changes to report. The prices for coal tar 
products are also unchanged from last week. 

3fAXcHEsTeR.-Business in most descriptions of cllelllical pro- 
ducts on the Manchester market is now almost entirely free from 
the quietening effect of end-of-the-year influences, a ~ d  condi- 
tions during the past week have got back to at  least where they 
were earlv in December. So far as actual new transactions are 
concerned, these bare not hecn very extensive so far, for the sim- 
ple reason that most of the chief users in Lancashire and the 
\VesL Yorkshire districts have already covered their n~ajor re- 
q~~irements over the next few months. There has, however, been 
a sprinkling of orders this week, but most of them have coveren 
coniparatively small quantities. Most traders report a fair flow 
of specifications against contracts and the lnovement of most 
~naterials is satisfactory in the aggregate. As before the end of 
the year Ilie general price position is steady and only occasionally 
ai.e values being shaded. 

ScW1cAN~.-There is little or no change in tlle Scottish heavy 
cllemical market as most of the works have just resumed after 
the new year holidays. 

General Chemicals 

ACETO~~E.-LONDON : £65 to £68 ner ton: ScOTUND : $66 to f68 
~ ~- 

A C I ~  ACBT&.-~ech. 0 8 0 % ' ~ ~ 8 ~ ' 5 s .  to 640 5s.; pure 80%, 
S39 5s.; tech., 40%, 820 5s. to £21 15s.; tech., 60%, 
828 10s. to 2-30 10s. LONDON. Tech. 800/ 238 5s to 
240 5s.; pure 800/, £39 58, to 241'5s.; tedh., 4 8 i ,  2 ~ 1  5s. ,to 
E22 5s.: tech.. 689:. £29 5s. to £31 5s. SCOTLAND : Glac~al 
9811006. E48'to k&: oure 80%. a 0  5s.: tech 80%. f38 5s. 

,-. 
comrnerkinl k39. tech. glacial f52. 

ACID, BORIC.-bomdercial granudted, E25 10s. per ton; crystal, 
f26 1Us.; powdered, £27 10s.; extra finely powdered, £29 10s. 
packed in 1-cwt. bags, carriage paid home to buyers' premises 
within the United Kingdom in 1-ton lots. 

ACID CHROMIC.-1O)d. per Ib. less 24%. d /d  U.K. 
ACID: C~~nrc.-ll$d. per lb. llss 5%. MANCHESTER : l l td .  
ACID. C R E S Y L I C . - ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ ,  Is. Ed. to Is. 9d. per gal.; Y8/100%, 

2a to 2a Zd -. . . . -. 
.4CID, FORM~C.~LONDON : £40 to £45 per ton. 
ACID HXDROCHLORIC.-Spot 4s to  6s carboy d / d  accordin to 

;wity strength and loialit;. S c d n n ~ n  : Arsenical qnafitY, 
4s.; dkarsenicated 5s. ex works. full wagon loads. 

ACID, L A ~ I C . - L A N C A ~ A ~ R E :  Dark t r a . i l . ,  50% by vol., B 4  10s. 
per ton; 508  by w e i p  £28 10s.; 80% by weight E48; pale 
tech., 500, y vol £ ; 5 0 r  h weight £33. 800/'bJ. weight, 
£53; edidle, 50$ by rnl . ,~£&. ~ ie - to ;  lot i  ex works, 
barrels free. 

ACID, N I T R I C . - ~ ~ ~  Tw. spot, El8 to £25 per ton makers' works, 
ScoTLnNn : 80° $23 ex station full truck loads. 

ACID, OXALIC.-LO~DON : £47 17s. 6d. to 857 10s. per ton, accord- 
ing to packages and position. SCOTLAND: 98/100%, $48 
to  £50 ex store. MANCHESTER : £49 to £55 ex store. 

ACID SULPH~RI~.-~CO'CLAND : 144' quality, £3 12s. 6d.; 168', 
d7; dearsenicsted 20s. per ton extra. 

ACID, TARTARIC.-1s. )per Ib. less 5$, carriage paid for lot* of 5 
cwt. and upwards. MANOHESTER : 18. Ofd. to 1s. Oad. per Ih. 

AL~H.-~coTLAND: Lnmp potash, £8 10s. per ton ex store. 
ALUMINA SULPHATE.-LONDON : f 7  10s. to 28 per ton. SCOTLAND : 

1 7  to 8 8  ex store. 
AMMONIA, ANHYDROUS.-S~O~, 10d. per 1h. d / d  in 

SCOTLAND : 10d. to 18. containers extra and retnrnaiYelfnders. 
AMMONIA, LIQWID.-SCO~ND: 80°, 2+d. to  3d. per Ih., d/d,  
AmMoXI~aa B1CXROMATE.--Ed. per lb. d /d  U.K. 
AMMONIUM CARBONATE. S c o n n a ~ :  Lnmp f i 0  per ton; 

powdered, 233, in 5.cwt. casks d /d  buyers: premises U.K. 
AMMONIUM CHLORIDE.-237 to £45 per ton, camage paid. LON- 

DON . Fine white crystals, £18 to £19. (See also Salammoniac.) 
AMMONIUM CHLORIDE (MuRIAm).-SCOTLAND : British dog tooth 

crystals, f32 to $35 per ton carriage paid according to quan- 
tity. (See also Salammoniac.) 

AYTIMONY OXIDE.-SCOTLAND : h o t .  $34 Der ton. c.i.f. U.K. a .  . 
porta. 

AXTIMONY SULPHIDE. -GO~~~~,  6fd. to Is. 2d. per lb.; crimson, 
1s. 5d. to 1s. 7d. per lb., according to quality. 

ARSINIC.-LONDON C d l6  10s. per ton c.i.f. main U.K. port8 for 
impotted material; Cornish nominal, £22 10s. f.0.r mines. 
SCOTLAN~ : White powdered. £23 ex wharf. ~ A N ~ H E ~ T E X  : 
White nowdered Cornish. £21 10s. ex store. 

An8eh.10 S&PHIDE.-Y~~~OW, '1s. 5d. to 1s. 7d. per lb. 
BARIUM  CHLORIDE.-£^^ per ton. S C ~ A N D  : £10 10s. 
B A R Y T & ~ . - ~ ~  10s. to a per ton. 
BI~ULPHITE oa LIME.-46 10s. per ton f.0.r. London. 
BLEACHINO POWDER.-Spot, 35/370/ £7 19s. per ton d/d ststion 

in casks, special terms for coI%ract. SCOTLAND : £8 in 5/13 
cwt. casks for contracts over 1934/1935. 

BORAX, C ~ ~ t d ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ . - G r a n n I a t e d ,  214 10s. per ton; crystal, 
£15 10s.; powdered, £16; finely powdered £17. packed in 
1-cwt. hags, carriage paid home to buyerv; prerhsea within 
the United Kingdom in I-ton lots. 

CADMIUM SULPHIDE.-.~S. 5d. to 2s. 9d. 
C ~ x I u n  CXLORIDE.-SO~~~ 70175% spot, £5 5s. per ton d / d  .- - 

station m drums. 
CARBON BISULPHIDE.-£30 to £32 per ton, drums extra. 
Cal%uox BLAcx.-3ad. to 4gd. per Ib. LONDON : 44d. to 6d. 
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE.-SCOTLAND: £41 to £43 per ton, drums 

C H R ~ & &  0xios.-load. per lh., according to quantity d /d  
U.K.. green 1s 2d. per Ih 

CHROMET~N.-C&S~& 3fd pe;lh.; liquor, $19 10s. per ton d/d. 
COPPERAS (GREEN\.-S~OTL~ND : £3 15s. aer ton. f.0.r or ex works. , , & , .  
CREAX 0s TARTAR.-LONDON: £4 2s. 6d. per cnt. SCOTLAND: 

£4 2s. lesa 21 per cent. 
DINITROTOLUENE.~%/~~D C., gd. per lb. 
DIPHENYLGUANIDINE.-2s. 2d. per Ih. 
FORMALDEHYDE.-LONDON : E25 10s. per ton. SCOTLAND : 40%, £25 

to £28 ex store. 
IODINE.-Resublimed B.P., 6s. 3d. to 88. 4d. per lb. 
LAMPBLACK.-$45 &48 per toll. 
LEAD ACETATE-LONDON : White, E M  10s. per ton; hrown, £1 per 

ton less. SCOTLAND : White crystals, £33 to £35; hrown, El  
per ton less. MANCHESTER: White, £34; hrown, $32. 

LEAD PJITRATE.-&~~ 10s. per ton. 
LEAD, Ren . -Scona~~  : £24 to £26 per ton lesa 21% ; d /d  buyer's 

works. 
LEAD. WHITE.-SCOTLAND : f39 per ton, carriage paid. LONDON : 

£36 108. 
LIT HOP ONE.^^^, £17 to £17 10s. per ton. 
~ A O N ~ ~ I T E . - S ~ O T L A ~ D  : Oround calcined. £9 per ton, ex store. 
METHYLATED SPIRIT.--61 O.P. industrial Is. 5d. to 28. per gal.; 

pyridinised industrial, 1s. 7d. to 2s.'2d.; mineralised, 2s. 6d. 
to 3s. S ~ i r i t  64 O.P. is Id. more in all cases and the ranee 
of pice; is according to quantities. SCOTLAXD : 1ndnstrLl 
64 O.P., Is. 9d. to 2s. 4d. 

NIcKa AMMONIUM SULPHATE.-£~~ per ton d/d. 
NICKEL SUL~;HATE.-GI~ per ton d/d. 
 PHENOL.-^^^. to 83d. per lh. for delivery up to June 30. 
POTASH. CAUSTIC.-LONDON : £42 Der ton. MANOHESTER : £38. 
~ o ~ a s s i u r n  ~ l ~ R o M ~ ~ E . - ~ r y s t a ~ s  'snd Granular, k. per lb. less 

5q/ d /d  U.K. Discount according to quantity. Ground, 
5+%. LONDON: 5d. per Ih. less 50/ with discounts for con- 
tracts. ISCOTLANT : .5d. did U.K. :; c.i.f. Irish Ports. MAN- 
WESTER : 5d. 

POTASSIUM CHLORA~E.-LONDON : f i 7  to  £40 toll. SCOTLAND : 
992/100%, powder £37. MANCHESTEX: £38. 

POTA~SIUM CHROMATE.'-44d. per Ib. d / d  U.K. 
PmAssmaa IODIDE.-B.P., 5s. 2d. per Ih. 
POTAS~IUM NIRA~.-SCOTLAND : Refined granulated, 529 per ton 

c.1.f. U.K. pork. Spot, S O  per ton ex store. 
POTAESIUM PERMANGANATB.-LONDON : gfd. per Ib. SCOl'LAND : 

B.P. crystals 9d. MANCHISIER: B.P., 104d. 
POTASSIUH PRUS~IATE.-LONDON : 81d. to 8 f d  per Ib. SCOTLAND : 

Pellow spot. 81d. ex store. MANCHEaTER : Yellow. 8td. 
S~ l rMMo~~~c . -F i r s t  lump spot. £41 17s. 6d. per ton d j d  in . - 

barrels. 
SODA ASH.--58% spot, £5 15s. per ton f.0.r. in bags. 
SODA, C~usnc.-Solid 78/77' spot. £13 17s. 8d. per ton d /d  at&. 

tion. SCOTLAND : Powdered 98j99%, $17 10s. in drums, 
£18 5s. in casks Solid 76!77O, £14 10s. .in drums; 70/73%, 
£14 12s. 6d., cLrriage pa~d  buyer's stat~on, minimum 4-tom 
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lots; contracts 10s. per ton less. MANCHEBTEE : El3 5s. to 
614 contracts., 

SODA CR~sTA~a.-spot, £5 to £5 5s. per ton d/d station or ex 
depot in 2-cwt. bags. 

SODIUM ACETATE.422 per ton. LONDON: f23. 
SODIUM B~c~RBo~~r~ . -Ref ined  spot, $10 10s. per ton d /d  atation 

in bags. S C O ~ A N D  . Refined recrystallised 810 15s. ex qnay 
or station. MANCHESTEX : 10 108. 

SODIUM BICHROMATE.-Crystals cake and powder 4d. per Ib. net 
d/d U.K. discount according to qnantity. Anhydrous, 5d. per 
lb. LONDON : 4d. per Ib. less 5% for spot lots and 4d. per Ib. 
with discounLa for contract quantities. SCOTLAND : 4d. de. 
livered buyer's premises with concession for contracts. 

SODIUM BI~ULPHITE  POWDER.-^^/^^%, £18 108. per ton d /d  
I-cwt. iron drums for home trade. 

60DIUM CARBOSATE (SODA CRY~TALS).-SCOTLAND: £5 to &5 58. 
per ton ex quay or station. Powdered or pea qnalit 7s 6d 
per ton extra. Light Soda Ash £7 ex quay, mm. 4%~n'lot; 
with reductions for contracts. 

SODIUM CHLORATE.-£32 108. per ton. 
SODIUM C H R O X A ~ E . - - ~ ~ .  per Ib. d i d  U.K. 
Sonrun HYPOSULPHITE.-SCOTLAND : Large crystals English 

manufacture, £9 58. per ton ex stations, min. (-ton lots. Pea 
crystals, £14 10s. ex station, 4-ton lots. MANCHESTER : Commer- 
cial, L10 53.; photographic, $15. 

SODIUM M ~ A  SILICAT&.-£16 per ton, d /d  U.K. in cwt. bags. 
SODIUM IODIDE.-B.P., 6s. per Ib. 
SODIUM NITRITE.-LONDON. Spot, $18 to £20 per ton d / d  atation 

in dru~ns. 
Sonruar PERBORAT&.-LONDON : 10d. per Ib. 
Sonlux P~os~aam. -E l3  per ton. 
S o n ~ u r  PRUSSIATE.-LONDON : 5d. to 54d. per Ib. SCOTLAND : 

5d. to 52d. ex store. MANCHESTER: 5d. to 54d. 
SULPHUR.-£9 15s. to £10 per ton. SCOTLAND : £8 to £9. 
SonIua SILICATB.-~~O~ Tw. Spot £8 per ton. SCOTLAND : 2E 10s. 
SODIUM SULPHATE (GLAUBER SALTS).-£4 20. 6d. per ton d/d 

SCOTLAND : English nlaterial 2 3  15s. 
SonIuM SULPHATE (SALT CAKE).-Ungronnd spot, 8 3  15s. per ton 

d/d station in bulk. SCOTLAND : Ground qnality, E3 5s. per 
ton did.  MANCHEYTER . 2 3  5s. 

29.- 6d., d i d  bnyer's 
workcon contract, min. 4-ton Idis: Spot solid 58. pei ton 
extra. Crystals, 28. 6d. per ton extra: M A N C H E ~ ~ :  Con- 
centrated solid. 60162%. $11: commercial. 28 2s. 6d. , . ,". , 

SGDIUM S u ~ ~ n l ~ e . - P e a  crystals spot, £13 10s. per ton d l d  sta- 
tion in kegs. Commercial spot,-£9 10s. d i d  itation in bags. 

SULPHAm Ov COPPER.-MANCHESTER : £14 5s. per ton f.0.b. 
SULPHUR CHMRIDE.-4d. to 7d. per Ib., according to qnality. 
S u l p a u ~  PRECIP.-B.P. $55 to 860 per ton according to quantity. 

Commercial, 250 to £55. 
Vka~~~~on.--Pale  or deep, 3s. l ld .  to 4s. Id. per Ih. 
ZINC CHLORIDE.-SCOTLAND. British material, 98%, £18 108. per 

ton f.0.b. U.K. ports. 
ZINC SUL~HATE.-LONDON : $1'2 per ton. SCOTLAND : £10 10s. 
ZINC SULPHIDE.-lld. to 1s. per Ib. 

Coal Tar Products 
ACID. CA%BOLIC.-Crvstals. 71d. to 84d. ner Ib. : crude. 60's. 1s. Ud. 

tb 2s. Qd. gal.' ~ ; I A N C H E ~ T E ~ :  cryitale., 7fd. her 16.; 
crude, Is. l ld .  per gal. SCOTLAND : 60'8, 2s. 6d. to 2s. 7d. 

ACID, CRESYL.IC.-~~/~~~~/ , ,  18. Ed. to 2s. 3d. per gal.; pale 98%. 
Is. 6d. to Is. 7d.;'-accordin to speci8catGn. i o m o l v :  
%/lOOo/ Is. 4d: dark 9 9  970/ la. SCOTLAND : Pale 
99/100$: la. M. t i l e .  4d.. dark, 9?)99%, Is. to  1s. Id.; higd 
boilin. acid. 2s. 6d. to  3s. 

BENZOL.-It wctrks crude 9d to  94d per gal.. standard motor 
Is. 34d. to 1s. id.; 90%, is. 4d. t; la. 4+d.: pure, 1s. ?ad. t6 
1s. 8d. LONDON : Motor, Is. 64d. 8cOTLANn : Motor la. a d .  

CREOSOTE.-B.S.I. Specification s t lda rd ,  5d. per &l. f.0.r. 
Home, 32d. d/d. LONDON: 3td. f.0.r. North; 4d. Lon- 
don. MANCHESTER : 4ad. to 49d. SCOTLAND : ,Specification 
oils, 4d.; washed oil, 4dd. to Qd.; light, 44d.; heavy, 4td. 
to 4+d. 

NAPIITTIA.-SO~W~~, 90/160%, 1s. 6d. to 1s. 7d. per gal.; 95/160%, 
Is. 7d.; 99%. l ld .  to 1s. Id. LONDON: Solvent, 1s. 34d. to 
1s. 4d.; heavy, l ld .  to  1s. Ofd. f.0.r. SCOTLAND : 90/160% 
1s. 3d. to la. 34d: 90/1900/, l ld .  to Is. 2d. 

NAPATHAL~N&.-PU~~G~~ Cv~taYs, £10 per .ton in bags. LON- 
DON : Fire lighter qnality, E3 to S.3 10s.; 14/76 quality, £4 
to £4 10s.; 76/78 qnality, £5 10s. to £6. SCOTLAND : 40s. to 
50s.; whizzed. 70s. to 75s. 

PITCH.-Medium soft, 48s. per ton. LONDON: 47s. 6d. per ton, 
f.0.b. East Coast port. 

PYRIDINE.-~O/~~O, 6s. 9d. to 2s. 8d. per gal.; W/lBO, 28. 3d. 
TOLUOL.-WOJ 18. 10d. to Is. l l d .  per gal.; pure, 2s. 2d. to 2%. 3d. 
X~OL.-~om%ercial ,  Is. Ild. to 2s. per gal.; pure, 2s. Id. to 2s. 2d. 

Intermediates and Dyes 
ACID, BENZOIC, 1914 B.P. (ex Tolnol).-1s. 9N,  per Ib. 
ACID, GAMMA.-Spot 48 per Ib. 100% d /d  bnyer's works., 
ACID H.-Spot 2s hid: r Ib 100% d/d bnyer's works. 
ACII; NAPHTHIO~IC.--is. 8 rpe r ' l b .  
ACID, NEVILLE AND WINTHER.-Spot, 3s. per Ib. 100%. 
ACID, SULPHANILIC.-Spot, Pd. per Ib. 100% d /d  bnyer's works. 
AxILINa OIL.-Spot, 8d. per Ib., drums extra, d/d bnyer's worka. 
ANILINE SALTS.-SPO~, 8d. per lb. d /d  bnyer's works, casks free. 
BEN~ALDEHYDE. -~~O~,  1s. 8d. per Ib., packages extra. 
BENZIDINn B~s~.-Spot, 28. 5d. per lb., 100% d /d  bnyer's worka. 
BENZIDINE HCL.-2s. 5d. par Ib. 
11 CRE~OL 34.5' C.-28. per Ib. in ton lots. 
m-CRESOL 98/100%.-2s. 3d. per Ib. in ton lots. 
DILHLORANILIYE.-1s. l l fd .  to 2s. 3d. per Ib. 
DIWETHYLANILINE.-Spot, 1s. 6d. per Ib., package extra. 
D I N I ~ o B E ~ ~ E . ~ ~ .  oer Ib. 
D I N I T R O T O L U E N E . - ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~  c', 9d. per Ib.; 66!~?8~ C., Oltd. 
DINITROC~ORBENZENE. SOUD.-8?2 per ton. 
DIPHENYLAMINE.-Spot, 2s. per Ib., h i d  bnyer's works. 
a-NAPHTHOL.-Spot, 2s. 4d. per Ib., d /d  bnyer's worka. 
~ ~ N A P H T H O L . - ~ P O ~ ,  £78 15s. per ton in paper baga. 
~ N a ~ ~ m ~ ~ n m ~ a e . - S p o t ,  11Jd. per Ib., d /d  bnyer's works. 
a-h'AP~mnlan~E.-Spot, 28. 9d. per Ib., d /d  bnyer's works. 
~ - ~ ' I T R A N I L ~ S E . ~ ~ ~ .  lld. per Ib. 
~-NITRANILINE.-S~O~, 28. 7d. per Ib., d /d  bnyer's works. 
~-NITRANILINE.-S~O~, 1s. 8d. per Ib., d /d  buyer's works. 
~r~IIo~ehsENE.-Spot, 41d. to M. per Ib.; 5-cwt. lots, dmms extra. 
~1TRONAPHTHALENE.-9d. per Ib.; P.G., 18. O(d. per Ib. 
SonIur  NAPHTHIONATE.-Spot, Is. 9d. per Ib. 
o-TOLUIDINE.-~~~. to Ild. per lb. 
p-TOLUIDINE.-1s. l ld .  per Ib. 

Wood Distillation Products 
ACETATE OF LIME.-Brown, £9 to £10. Grey, £12 to £14. Liquor, 

brown, 30' Tw., Ed. per gal. MANCHESTER: Brown, £12 10s.; 
erev. £17 10s. - - ~ " >  ~ - - 

ACETIC ACID. TECHNICAL. 40%.-£17 to £18 ucr ton. . ," 
AmnL ACETATE, TECHNICAL,-95s. to 110s. per cwt. 
 CHARCOAL.^^ 15s. to £10 per ton. 
WOOD CREOSOTE.--Unrefined, 3d. to 1s. 6d. per gal. 
WOOD KAPHTHA, MISCIBLE.-2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per gal.; solvent, 

3s. 6d. to 4s. per gal. 
WOOD TAR.-£2 to £4 per ton. 

Nitrogen Fertilisers - 

SULPHATE oa AMMONIA.-Jan., £7 28.; Feb., £7 3s. Ed.; Mar./ 
June, £7 5s.; for neutral quality basis 20.6Y nitrogen de- 
livered in 6-ton lots to farmer's nearest statioz. 

C~wdn~ne.-Jan. ,  £7 1s. 3d.; Feb., £7 2s. 6d.; Mar., £7 3s. 9d.; 
Apr./June, E7 58.; delivered in &ton lots to farmer's nearest 
station. 

NITRATE oa SOnA.47 12s. 6d. per ton for delivery to June, 1935, 
in ti-ton lots, carriage paid to  farmer's nearest station for 
material basis 15.5% or 16% nitrogen. 

~ ' ITRO-CHA~K.-~~ 58. per ton to  June, 1935, in  6-ton lots carriage 
paid for material basis 15.5% nitrogen. 

CONCENTRATED COMPLETE FERTILISERS.-£10 58. to £10 178. 6d. 
per ton according to percentage of constituents, for delivery 
up to June, 1935, in 6-ton lots carriage paid. 

NITROOEN PHOclPHATE F&RTILI~ERS.-$IO 58. to £13 15s. per b n ,  
for delivery up to June, 1935, in 6-ton lots carriage paid. 

Latest 011 Prices 
XDON, Jan.  LINSEED OIL was quieter. Spot, £21 (small 

quantities 30s. extra) ; Jm., £19 7s. 6d.; Jan.-April, £19 
12s. 6d.; MayrAug., £20 12s. 6d.; Sept.-Dec., £21, naked. 
SOYA BEAN OIL was steady. Oriental (bulk), Jan.-Feb. sh ip  
meut, £19 10s. per ton. RAPE OIL was steady. Crude, ex- 
tracted, £29 10s.; technical refined, £31, naked, ex wharf. 
COTTON OIL was firm. Egyptian, crude, £24; refined common 
edible, £29; and deodorised, £30 lOs., naked, ex mill (small 
lots 30s. extra). TURPENTINE was dearer. American, spot, 
47s. 6d. per cwt. 

HULL.-LINsmD OIL.-Spot, quoted £20 12s. 6d. per ton; Jan., 
£20 2s. 6d.; Jan.-April, £20 7s. 6d.; Slay-Aug., £20 12s. 6d.; 
Sept.-Dec., E21 28. 6d., naked. COWON OIL.-Emtian, 
cr;de, spot, £25 10s.; edible, refined, spot, £27 10s.; tGhnical, 
soot. £27 10s.: deodorised. £29 10s.. naked. PALM KERNEL 
dn.--~rude, f.m.q., spot; £18, naked. GROUNDNUT OIL.- 
Ihtracted, spot, £30 10s.; deodorised, £33 108. Rnpe OIL.- 
Extracted, spot, £28 108.; refined, £30. SOYA OIL.-EX- 
tracted, spot, £21 10s.; deodorised, £24 10s. per ton. CASTOR 
OIT~.-Pharmaceutical, 39s. 6d.; first, 34s. 6d.; second, 31s. 6d. 
per cwt. T I I R P E N T I N P . . - . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ,  spot, 49s. 9d. per cwt. 
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From Week to Week 
AN INDEX TO \.OLUME XPXI of THE CHEMICAL AGE is pub- 

lished with this issue. I t  will be found inside the back cover, 
whence it  can readily be detached for binding purposes. 

ClIILEAR NITRATE EXPORTS for 1934 are double those of the 
previous year. 

AssOCIATEn PAPER MILLS are stated t o  be negotiating for the  
acquisition of an  old-establisl~ed colnpany engaged in the  paper 
industrg. 

THE DEPARTMEXTS OP MINING AND FUEL TECHNOLOGY in the 
University of Sheffield have issued a report dealing with their in- 
vestigations during 1933-34. 

SHEARMAN Bsos., LTD., have removed from Field House, 
Breams Buildings, R.C.4, t o  Grand Buildings, Trafalgar Square, 
W.C.2. Telephone : Whitehall 7260. Telegrams :   she arch en^ 
Rand London." 

THE GEP.XAN TRADE DELEGATION now in Dublin is seeking t o  
negotiate a trade agreement leading to tlie supply of German 
machinery for the industrial alcoliol plants wllic11 are to be estab- 
lished in the Irish Free State. 

A rrna occurred on January 5 a t  tlie Wolverl~ampton factory 
of Courtaulds, Ltd., artificial silk manufacturers. The borough 
brigade turned out with two engines and was engaged for over 
an  hoar, but little da~nage was done except t o  one machine. 

BRITISH CELLOPHANE, LTD., has just been registered as a 
private company : this is regardM as a further step in t h e  de- 
velopment of the plans of Courtaulds and the French Cellophane 
Co., for the prodoction and marketin8 of transparent paper in this 
countrg. 

MUREX SHdREHoLnERs have received a circular stating that 
the directors are in a position to proceed wit11 the  proposals re-  
garding the capitalisation of £270,000, part general reserve fund, 
and tlie issue by way of bonns of one fully-paid ordinary share 
of 10s. for every ordinary share held on January 8. 

CUSTOMS nuTrEs a t  the rate of 25 per cent. ad  valorem have 
beon from January 9 i~nposed on the  following products of vitreous 
enamelled or stove ena~nelled iron o r  steel : Signs of all kinds and 
hearth plates and other plates and sheets (not being I~ollow-ware) 
of a description con~sionly used for dornestic purposes. 

FIRE DESTROYED large portions of Slonrport-on-Severn vinegar 
works, owned by Holbroolis, Ltd., on January 7, when damage 
estimated a t  £30,000 was done. The engine-room, a grain store 
and part of the brewery were destroyed. but the  flames were pre- 
vented from reacl~ing tlie offices and vinegar vats, which are among 
the* largest in tlle world. 

PIRE BROKE OUT on January 6 in a naphthaline s t i l l  at  tllr 
works of British Tar  Products, Ltd., Cadishead. Irlam and 
Eccles brigades were called, difficulty a t  first being experienced in 
obtaining ill1 adeqaate supply of water. The jets were ultimatelv 
connected to the Ship Caoal, however, and da~nage was c o n f i n ~ l  
to the still. 

BRITISH INnllSTRIAL SOLVENTS, LTD., are moving their head 
office to-day (Saturday) to 50 Charing Cross, London, S.W.1. 
Mr. F. hV. Clark who until recently was manager of the com- 
pany's solvet~ts fictory a t  ~ a r s h a l t o h ,  will be in charge of the  
technical developments department, and will have his office a t  
t11e new address. The new telephone number is Wl~itehall 9561. 

IRON ARn STEEL PROSPECTS for the  first quarter of the  year 
are regarded as satisfactory. A considerable amount of inquiry 
is in  circulation, and deliveries against contracts in hand have 
been resumed on a heavy scale. The denland for pig-iron has de- 
veloped, and, although stocks were added t o  over tlie holidays, the  
accumulations were less than usual in most districts. Many of the  
important consumers have entered into forward contracts, in some 
rases for delivery o p  to the  end of June, and the producers have n 
heavy tnnnage of orders on their books. I n  the send-finished steel 
ljranch l~nsiness is not expected .tn recover the activity ruling 
before the holidays for a time. The makers, Ilowever, report that 
deli\.eries against contracts in hand are substantial. I n  most of 
tlie finished brnncl~es trading is more active than is customary 
so early in the year. 

LOCAL INTEREST HAS BEER RTRNING HIGH in a series of table- 
tennis matches between the works staffs of Kailes Dove Bitumas- 
tic. Ltd.. Hehborn-on-Tyne, and Robert Bowran a l ~ d  Co. (1934). 
Ltd., Pelaw-on-Tyne. A silver cup had been presented bv Mr. 
James Stuart,  proprietor of James Stuart and Co., Sund&land. 
with whom both firms enjoy business relationships. The cup is 
to be held for one year by the winner nf two out of three n~atches. 
Wailes Dose's team was R. Robertson, E. G. Tumilty, G. Potts. 
G. C. Hutchings and R. McGuinness, the last two being replaced 
by T. Adamson nnd A. Robinson in the last match. The team 
rkpresenting Robert Bowran was W. N. Rowrnn (works manager), 
H. 11. Craggs, R. Fraser, G. E .  Crabtree and W. J. Craggs. The 
first mate11 was won bv the Hebburn team, 15 games t o  10; the 
second by thePelaw team, 18 games to 7, and the final by Robert 
R o w a n  and Co. (on a neutral table in Ner!.cnstle) 14 games to 11. 

THE FIBST HEAT OP STEEL Was made recently in the basic nes- 
semer department or the 11cw Corby works, Sorthamptonshire. 

THE BRITISH SILK RESEARCH ASSOCIATION. it  is stated. mav 
be transferred from the University of Leeds t o  the Shirley'lnst<. 
tute, Manchester. 

BOWMANS (\VARRIN(;TON), LTD., have increased tlleir nominal 
capital by the addition o l  £12,891 4s. beyond the registered 
capital of £I7,108 16s. 

THE CHEMICAL AND ALLIED TRA$ES BELTION of the  Manchester 
Clia~nber of Commerce held its annual meeting on January 9, and 
re-elected Mr. Forrest Hewit chairman. 

THE BENZOL ASSOCIATION, which 11as been establisl~ed by the  
Ruhr coal mines to sell their henzol outnut. is on the n o k t  of 
i i ~ ~ i u g  from the Soviet the ~ ~ . 1 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 6 0  share capitai of the 
Uerop Oil Co., of Berlin, for about Rm.12,000,000. 

IMPERIAI~ CHEIICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD., are t o  manufacture 
csalic acid a t  the N'idnes works of their General Cl~eu~ica l  Group. 
I t  is expected thaL production will begin towards the end of the 
sunllnrr and that supplies ivill be available about September next. 

A BIBLIOonArHY nf the raore important heavy metals occurring 
in foocl and biological material (30 pages) I I ~ R  been compiled bp 
tlle Society of Public Anaylsts and has been publisl~ed for them 
by W. Heffer and Sons, Ltd., prim. 3s. I t  c o ~ ~ t a i n s  approximately 
(in0 references. 

" THE CHEMIC,lI. STKUCTUIIE OF DRUGS ill relation to their 
Pl~ysiological Action," is t11e subject of tho first of a course of six 
pulllio Irctures to b~ given by 1)r. R. I I .  Ing on February 11, 18. 
25, and Marc11 4, 11, and 18 at lini\.ersity College, University of 
Lnndon, at 5.0 p.m. 

THE PROCII{ESS OF THE IISE OP PEAT AR YIIEL for power stations 
in Soxiet Rnssia was descril~ed by Mr. Alan Monkliouse, of Metro- 
politan-Vickers, Lid., in a paper on " Elect~ica l  Developments in 
the U.S.S.R.," read before tlie North-W~stern Branch of the In- 
stitution 01 Electrical Engineers in hlancl~ester on  Tuesday. 

AT A N  EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING of the sharel~olders 
of the Electro Chesiical Development Syndicate, Lid., l ~ e l d  a t  
14-15 Coleman Street, London, on D e c e ~ ~ i b e r  31, i t  was agreed 
that the company he wound 111) vnli~ntarily under the provisions of 
the Cotnpanies Act, 19m. Mr. E .  D. navies, 14-16 Coleman 
Street, London, ll.C.2, was appointed liquidator. 

ETHYLENE GLYCOL, w11en imported into Canada 11). a~anufac- 
turers of anti-freezing c o o ~ p r ~ ~ ~ n d a ,  for use in the manufacture of 
such anti-freezing c ~ l n p ~ ~ l l d ~  in their own factories, is now, nnder 
Canadian Tariff Itetn KO. RIB, ent,itled to enter frep of duty of 
customs, under all tariffs. 'I'he Order \\.ill remain in nperation 
nntil June  30. 

THE IMPORT DIITIER ADVISORY COMMITTEE has received an 
application for an increase. in the import. rluty on tubes of all 
sections manofactured wl~nllv of copper or of alloys containing 
more than 50 per c m t .  by \<eight of copper. Representations hy 
interested parties should be addressed to the Secretary, Import 
Duties Advisory Committee. Caxton House (West Block), Tothill 
Street, London, not later Illan Janoary 31, 1935. 

THE SOUTH SUBURBAN GAS CO. has deposited a Hill for intm- 
dnction into Parliament t l ~ i ~  session for power t o  raise additional 
capital not exceeding £500,000 including prr~niom.  The present 
anthorised ordinary and preference capital is £2,627,302, of which 
£2,369,348 has been issued and on \\,hiell borrowing powers have 
been exercised to the extent of £1,072,108. 'Phe Bill proposes 
tha t  the borrowing powera on the capital already issr~ed shall he 
raised to £1,184,674, \vitl~rrut fur t l~er  authoritp, and to t,he extent 
nf 75 per cent. of any autllnriad but onissued capital. Provision 
is made in the Bill for re-clefinin8 differential prices in arena 
which have been altered nnder orders made by the Ministry of 
Health, and the company is placed under s t a t ~ ~ t n r p  nbligatinn to 

,promote a Rill, not later than 1842, prnpnsing a revisinn of the 
I,nsic pript~ for gas as fixed in 192R. 

Compliments of the Season 
More Calendars Received 

TN additin11 to the calendars and diaries ~ n e ~ ~ l i n n e l l  last a e e k  
we lin\.e received a nosel desk diarv from Venewta, Ltd.,  mounted 
on a piece of bent plywood. The I;istory nf t l ~ c  firm is tnld in the 
diary with the help of numemos illustrations. and plywond is 
sl~own in  many of its uses, wl1ic11 vary from cal~inet-making to 
barrels snd from aeroplane cnnstructinn to cnacll-building. Tin 
lnils and collapsiblz tubes which are being use11 increasingly for 
the packing of goods. are also illustrated. 

From the Premier Filterpress Co.. Ltd.. we 11nve received re- 
fills for the con~panv's framed desk cnlendar, together with a 
cnnveni~nl pocket calendar. 
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Forthcoming Events 
LONDON 

Jan. 14.-Institntion of the Ilt~bber Industry (London Section). .., l'liisiltrnpy an11 I'laalirity in the Rul,l~er Indnntry." Fro- 
lessor H.  ~ ~ r e n ~ i ~ l l i r l ~ .  7.30 p.m. 12 St. James's Square, 
L111don. S.W. 

Jan. 16.-Sarietv of Chemical 'In~laslry (Cl!emical Engineering 
( + r ~ ~ i ~ p  and 'Road and Hullding llaterials (:roop.) "Some Pro- 
perties of l'illers intended for B i l u ~ ~ ~ i n , n ~ s  Road Constn~rtion." 
I'nrfessor 13. N e i ~ n ~ a n ~ ~ .  X p.m. H!~rlinglrm House, London. 

Jan. 16.-Royal Swiety of Arts. "Calonr and Colni~r Nomencla- 
tiire." It~lhert l'ranris Wilson. 8 p.m. John Street. Adelphi, 
London. 

Company News 
Dentsche Babcock and Wilcox Dampikesselwerke, A.0, of 

0berhausen.-This ronlpaiiy, a subsidiary of Babcock and Wilcox, 
has red~~eed ~ t s  dividend from 4 per cent. to 3 per cent. for the year 
Lrr Septenlber 30, 1434. The net profits were down from 
1i111.348,4% to Rm.254,476 after writing off Rm.543,29!2, against 
Ktn.(ititi WO a rear ago. I t  is also annoi~nced that the Officine 
ltaliano' Habc&k and Wilcoa, of Milan, has lost part of its share 
capital of l ~ r e  5,000,000. 

Canada Cement.-The annual report for the year ended November 
30, 1!)31, sl~ows, after providing for bond interest, $1,000,000 set 
aa~de for depreciation aud 1105,699 carried forward to surplus; 
earnings were not sufficient during the year to justify any payment 
on orelerred stack. The halance-sheet sl~ows current assets. in- 

Jan. 16.-Imperial College of Srienre and Technology. Inspertion ~ I I I ~ ~ I I : :  loans, ~ecllrities, bonds and cash $4,604,990, investlnents 
rr f  the Research Laboratories :&nd \\'i,rk of hie nepartnlellt  of "I subsidiary companies 13,488,044, other investments $611,783. 
C l ~ e ~ l ~ ~ r a l  Terhnolo~y. :I 11.1n. S,BIIII~ liellsington, . Uilrrerit liabilities 8507,394. Reserves, 11,385,800. Earned sur- 

Jan. 16.-Illntitllte of (,llellliPlrv ~7Al11d,,11 SeI.tiOll), llleetinn 
~ l l l s  fill tile sear )10j96m, balallce of s u r p l w  Novelllber 30. 1933, 

tvtt11 0 1 1  and ('olour ( * ~ ~ e ~ b i s t s .  ~ssr~rintir,n. .'Limitations c$ '8:19,5!'5, '045,284. 
C l ~ r ~ ~ ~ t r a l  Anulysiv as Appl~ed to I'aint." C. A.  lei^^. London. Electrolgtic Zinc 01 Australasia.-The report to June  30, submit. 

Jan. 16.-Si~ciety of (ilaas 'l'ec,l~nr,lngg. 2 p.111. Tmndon. ted in Melbo~~rne on November 1, states that the gross profit, after 
~lebitiog all coats and maintenance cl~arges and carrying usual 

Jan. 16.-lCle~~tro~lep11~1tors Te,:hoiral Snviely. " Snspeusion f145,OIIO to reserve for amortiastion depreciation eke. was 
*LefI~~dfi in I':lectrodel,osifio~~ Prnrtir.e:' C. 1'. 6. (!arler. 8.16 L!!X5,7:I2; net profit after general cilarges, incloding i3'38,337 
I'.III. N r ~ r t l ~ a ~ ~ ~ p t o n  I'ol?tecli~~ic I o ~ t i t i ~ t e .  St. 7rrlln Street, (849,70(i) to income-tax, was $234,791, pli18 678,283 hroi~ght i n ;  
Clerke~i%vell, London. div~dends Nos. 22 and 23 on  reference absorb 8240.000, thus 

Jan. 17.-The Chemical Soriet,y. Ordi~iary scientific meeting. 8 
IB.III. Ih~rlingtoo H I I I I ~ ~ ,  l ' irca~l~lly. London. 

Jan. 17.-Institl~te of P~tel. "The Removal of Smnke and Acid 
Cnostit~~ents fro111 IJll~e Gases by a Noo-13lfl11ent Water l'ro- 
reas." Mennrs. I'earsrm, Nonhehel aild lllander. O p.m. Lec- 
Illre l'l~catre of the Tn~titatian nf Ible,,lrical Engineers, 
London. 

BAN0OR 
Jan. 18.-The ('hemiral Sociefv (Norfl~ Wales). "Alrl~erny and 

the Ab~l~~mis ts ."  I'rnfessn; .T. Read. li ~,.nl. Clie~niatry Lec- 
tnre Theatre, Tlnivernitp College, Bangor. 

BIRMINGHAM 
Jan. 15.-Midla~id l le ta l l~~rgi ra l  Sovieliea. "The National S ~ t ~ e l t -  

i ~ ~ g  \Y~~rlra. A v r r ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ t l i . "  S. Rrrl,ann. 7 p.111. 7a111eli Watt, 
hIe111oria1 I n ~ t i t i ~ t e ,  l~irrninglia~n. 

BLASGlOW 
Jan. 14.-Inaliti~te of Metals (Srtrltish Sectir,~~). "Some Aspects 

nf the ('orrosion of Non-Perrons Metals." Professor C. 0 .  
Bannister. 7.30 p.m. XI l i l~ t~hank Crescent. Glaagow. 

Jan. 18.-Soriety of CI~e~~l i ra l  111dtlst,ry (Olasgow Section). "Glass 
S~lli." 13s staff of Cl~ance H r o ~ .  7.30 p.111. Royal Teclinical 
College. (:las^oow. 

clear~ng off arrears. Tlie amoiint' carried forward is 673,081; since 
close of year 8 per cent. participating preference dividenil No. 24 
has been paid, absorbing 1'104,OM); this covered dividend for hall. 
year to dune 30 and a dividend an ordinary of 4 per rent. for the 
year ended June 30, 1034; appropriation of PB2,WO for dehentiire 
s~nking fu i~d has been made from general reserve. 

Chemical Trade Inquiriee 
The following trade inquiries are abstracted from the " Board 

of Trade Journal." Names and addresses may be obtained from 
the Department of Oversess Trade (Development m d  Intelligence), 
35 Old Queen Street, London, S.W.l (quote reference number). 

Siam.-The l3rilish Consnl-General at Bangkok reports that the 
Stores Uepartn~e~bt of the Hoyal State Railways of Siam is calling 
for tenders (Tender No. ~ , ' 2 ~ 0 - 2 ~ / 3 / 3 5 ) ,  to Ile presented in Bangkolz 
I,v Maroh !&, for the sl~pply of 2.600 galloon of black bitii~ninous 
sbll~ticrn in five-gal1011 dri11118. (Ref. B.Y. 7847.) 

Braail.-A cn~~t~nisnion avent established in Rio de Janeiro wishes 
to ubtain the representati;n of United Ifingdon~ manufacturers of 
eheln~cal alid pl~arn~aceutieal prod~~cts. (Ref. No. 50.) 

HUDDERSFIELD 
Jan. 15.-1ostih1te of Chemistry (Hnddersfield Section). .Taint 

Ne.w Companies Registered 
meeting with H~~dderstield T e r l ~ n ~ ~ . a l  College. " P i f l ~  Years Ashbee and Tosman Ltd., 25-7 Oxford Street, London.- 
of Clremi~try." Dr. A. I$. Everest. H~~dderfifield. Heglsteretl .lanunl.v 3. kotuina~ capital, 81.000. Chemists, d r i ~ r  

gists, dt.ysalters, oil and cnlour men, ~nani~facturers,  importers and 
W L L  exporters of and dealers in essences, essential oils, natural and 

Jan. 15.-Hllll Chemiral and Ibngineering society. "vnnd frolll fiyntllet~c 11erf11111es, toilel preparat~ons, etc. Directors: Josepll 
tile point ,,f vie," ,,f tlIe pl,l,lic ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ t . . ~  A ,  R. ~ ~ ~ k ~ ~ d .  T O P I ~ I ~ I I ,  Rr~brr t  D. Aslll~ee, Rudolpl~ Toenlan. 
7.15 U.ITI. ('itv 1.aboralories. High Street. HIIII. Davborn Medical Products Co.. Ltd.-Registered January 2. 

E .  
LANOASTER 

Jan. 11.-The I*sncant.ria!i I 'ra~~liland Rcaiety. "As it sllo~ild he 
to-o~orron." I'rofes~or H .  14. Ar~nstrong. 8 p.m. Storey 
Institute, Lancaster. 

W C E E S T E R  
Jan. 17.-011 ancl Coloi~r Clierniats' Association (Manrlieater Sec- 

tlon.) I'reai,lential Addre~s-"l'rnpertiea o l  Pigment Po\r-- 
rlera." 0 .  A. Can~phell. 7 p.m. ('ollege of Tecltnology, Man- 
rhester. 

Jan.,?8.-Slriety of Uycrr and Colnnrintn (Mancheater Sertion). 
I)ermatiti~." I'rofeaaor H. A.  MrSwiney. 7 p.111. 38 George 

Street, Maocllester. 

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE 
Jan. 15.-Soriety of ('liemiral Industry and Tnstitllte of Clleniistry 

(Nens:a~tle Seetiorr~). "Tn Quest of Cmlonr." C. J. T. Cron- 
shaw. 

STOKE-ON-TRENT 
Jan. 14.-The Ceramic Snciety (I'ottery Sgction). "Tlie Manil- 

fartiire of General and 1)omestic Stoneware." N. TI. TT'ootl. 
7.:M p.m. North Staffordshire Terhniral College, RtoLe.on- 
Trent. 

WORKINGTON 
Jan. 18.-West C~~niberland Society of Chemists and Engineers. 

"Snrne Aspects of Electric, ~ r c '  Welding." n r .  L. Reeve. 7 
~ . I I I .  Workington. 

~oln;rrl  cap~tal.  f5(X). Mansfarcurers of a d  dealers in $liar- 
~llacelltlr~a~ preparatlalln, proprietaay articles, chellli~:aln, gases, 
t l r ~ ~ g s ,  medicines, etc. Director: Gordon G. H. Thorborn, 2n The 
L'arade. Cardiff. 

Milton Bleaching and Chemical Co., Ltd. Milton Mill. Chapel- 
en-Ic-Frith, L1erlry.-Xegistered January 1. konlinal capitsl, 8500. 
Manohcturing chemists and druggists, chen~ical engineers, sterilisers, 
dyers. clea~lpl.s, makers of rhen~ical plant and n~aterials, etc. 
Uirertors: \Vm. H. Harlow, John Dasies. 

Rational Chromium and Engineering 00. Ltd.-Registered 
January 4. Xutninal eapltal, £l.OnO. ~lec!ro-platers, electro- 
galvan~sers, rllemiats, elertrtral and mechanical engineers, elee 
trlriall?, tlrol-makers nlanufactnrers of bolts, nuts, washers. 
screws, nails, nprinh and parts for machinery generally, et,r. 
J)~rectors: Anthon" $. Smith, l'hosnix Dairy, Black Horse Road, 
TIol>lin, .John Hoyle, Frank O'Boyle. 

Books Received 
The Romance of Exploration and Emergency First-Aid fr0m 

Stanley t o  Byrd. London: B~~rrouglis TVellcome & Co. 

Official Publications 

Water Pollution Research. Summary of Current Literature. 
h ~ ~ i d o n :  H.M. Stationery Office. Pp. 36. 2s. 
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OLEUM (aU strengths) 

Sulphuric, Battery, Dipping, 
Muriatic, Nitric, and Mixed Acids. 

SPENCER CHAPMAN %. MESSEL Ltd. 
With whichis Pmalg~msted WILLIAM PEARCE & SONS. Ltd 

WALSINGHAM HOUSE, SEETIIING LANE, E.C.3. 
Wephone: Roy.! 1266. Works: SILVERTOWN 8.16. 

Tskmm "Bydmeblorio Fen. London." 

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF 
CHEMISTS 

Unemployment Insurance. O w  ~ro,ooo p ~ l d  out. 

Legal Aid. Income Tax Advice. Appointments Bureau 

Wdle fa pariknlrvr lo r- 

C. B. WOODLEY, '. EMPIRE HOUSE," 
C.H.A., F.I.S.A. 175, PICCADILLY, 

General Smtary B.A.C. LONDON, W.1 
'Phone 1 R c ~ n l  6611 

FOR SALE 
rtd. ger wunl, miulmt~m 18 words 8 or more insertlona l t d .  per word per 
luaerriou. ~~ ;peuee  eatla is chn:ged when replies ara addressed to box 

Numbers.) 

- 

B KOUGH'S Patent Indestructible Drums and Kegs, also 
Plain IVelded, Double-seamed or Corrugated Dlums and 

Krgs, of every description, from I to 80 jia1lon.-4 Upper 
Parliament Street, Liverpool. Telephone : Koyal 2685. 
'relegranis : Superdrum, I.iverpoo1 

HAKCOAL, ANIMAL and VEGETABLE, horticultural, 
urning, filtering, disinfecting, medicinal, insulating; C b 

also lumps ground and granulated; established 1830; con- 
tractors to H.M. Government.-THos. HILL-JONES, Lm., 
' I  lnvicta " Mills, Bow Common Lane, London, E. Tele- 
grams : " Hill-Jones, Bochnrch, London." Telephone : 
3633 East. 

F ILTER PRESS, Dehne, 17 C.I. Plates 24 in. x 24 in. and 
Frames, with Pump 2 1  in. plunger, nearly new condition. 

C. F. DAVIS, LTD., Hatcham Road, Old Kent Road, s.E.15. 
New Cross 1147. 

E VAPORATOR.-Nitric acid. Of cylindrical "Staybrite" 
Steel, 12  ft. 7 in. long. Thickness of shell plate 5/16 in 

A Staybrite Steel Calandria, having 48 tubes, each 4 ft. 6 in. 
long and 2.32 in. old. in I +  in thick tube plates; Calandria, 
suitable pressure 275 Ihs. per square inch, 14-3 in. bore steam 
connections. Outer shell tested to 20 lbs. sq. inch; out-lets 
and in-lets. Write Box No. 1648, THE CHEMICAL AGE, 154 
Fleet Street, London, E.C.4. 

YDRAULIC PRESSES AND PUMPS. Large stock in H London. Price quoted for adapting and erecting.- 
THOMPSON AND SON, Maria Street, Millwall. 

r O 1)YEKS and Artificial Silk Ma~lufacturers.-Special 
Yarn Poles for Cotton, Wool and Silk Dyers, also Stove 

'oles, Dye Boxes, Bobhlns, Rollers, Bogies, Yarn Barro~rs,  
:tc. Special Lancewood Pole.; and Canes, superfine finid, 
or Mercarisers. Prices on application. CKAWFORI)'S TCRN- 
NG MILLS, Paisley, Scotland. 

WANTED 
Sd. per word. mlolmum 18 worda 8 or more lnwrtlooa l td.  per word per 
nsertlon. bl;peoee ertra is cha;ged when repllea are' addressed to  box 

Numbers.) - 
DWARD RUSHTON, SON AND KENYON (Established E 1855): 

Auctioneers' Valuers and Fire Loss Assessors 01 
CHEMICAL WORKS, PLANT AND MACHINERY. 

York House, 12 York Street, Manchester. 
Telephone: 2517 and 2518 Central, Manchester. 
Telegrams : "Russonken, Manchester." 

And Bardon Chambers, 13 Infirmary Street, Leeds r. 
Telephone : 26154. 

G RINDING of every description of chemical and other 
materials for the trade with improved mills.-Taos. 

HILL-JONES, LTD., " Invicta" Mills, Bow Common Lane, 
London E. 'Telegrams : " Hill-Jones, Bochurch, London." 
Telephone : 3633 East. 

PATENTS & TRADE MARKS 
IBd. pep word; mlolmum 18 worda; 8 or mom inaertlana, l td.  per ward per 
Insertloo. Birpeoce ertra is charged when replies are addressed to  box 

Numbers.) 

K INGS PATENT AGENCY, LTD. (B. T.  King, C.I.M.E., 
Regd. Patent Agent. G.B., U.S.A., and Can.). Advice, 

Handbook, and Cons. free. 49 yrs. refs. 146a Queen 
Victoria Street, London, E.C.4. 'Phone: City 6161. 

P ATENTS obtained, trade marks and designs registered, 
at home and abroad.--GEE AND CO. (Patent and Trade 
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